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Training – IT

**Subject:** ACCESS 7  
**Title:** Access for Windows 95 – Part 3  
**Producer:** SOFTVISION  
**Media:** Video  
**Course Contents:** Developing applications. Introduction to VBA. Putting VBA to work. Application integration. Database security. Optimising Access. Customising your application. MS Access World.  
**Total running time:** 3 hours  
**Audience:** Advanced

**Price Each**  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>1+</th>
<th>2+</th>
<th>3+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>947-064</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Subject:** ACCESS 97  
**Title:** Microsoft Access 97  
**Producer:** SOFTVISION  
**Media:** Video  
**Total running time:** 2½ hours  
**Audience:** Beginner–Intermediate

**Price Each**  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>1+</th>
<th>2+</th>
<th>3+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>947-076</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Subject:** MULTIMEDIA  
**Title:** Professor Multimedia Version 2  
**Producer:** SOFTVISION  
**Media:** CDROM  
**Contents:**  
- Learn what Multimedia is Really About  
- Learn to Produce Multimedia Presentation(s) and Projects  
- Explore Award-Winning Software. 3D Animations and Videos  
- Get Expert Tips on Hardware and Software Trouble shooting  
- Test Drive Leading Software  

There are more than 50 dazzling videos and 3D animations with over 6 hours informative narration, music and sound effects. A 200 word glossary of multimedia terms. Over 500 tips on real-life applications. Fully functional modules of Action! and Astound® presentation programs. 12 different award-winning multimedia program tours from education to entertainment. There are also explanations and solutions to the most common problems encountered when working with multimedia.  
**System requirements:** Windows 3.1 or higher, VGA or higher display and a mouse. Memory requirements will be listed on individual items.  
**Audience:** Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced  
**Course duration:** 1-2 hours

**Price Each**  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>1+</th>
<th>2+</th>
<th>3+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>947-143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Subject:** INTERNET  
**Title:** Creating Your Own Web Page  
**Media:** VIDEO  
**Course Contents:**  
- Why create a Web page. How to create it, design essentials, working with graphics and background effects, authoring software.  
**Running Time:** 50 Mins  
**Audience:** Beginners

**Price Each**  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>1+</th>
<th>3+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>947-143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Subject:** NETWORKING  
**Title:** Windows NT 3.51  
**Producer:** SOFTVISION  
**Media:** Video  
**Total running time:** 3 hours  
**Audience:** Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced

**Price Each**  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>1+</th>
<th>2+</th>
<th>3+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>947-129</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Subject: OFFICE 97
Producer: SOFTWAREVISION
Title: Microsoft Office 97 Professional Edition (Top Tips)
Media: Video
Course Contents:
Total running time: 1 hour
Audience: All Users

Order Code
947-106

Price Each
MIXED QUANTITY PRICING

Order Code
323-5014

Price Each
MIXED QUANTITY PRICING

Title: PowerPoint 97
Producer: SOFTWAREVISION
Title: Microsoft PowerPoint 97
Media: Video
Course Contents:
Total running time: 2½ hours
Audience: Beginner–Intermediate

Order Code
947-990

Price Each
MIXED QUANTITY PRICING

Order Code
947-988

Price Each
MIXED QUANTITY PRICING

Subject: PERSONAL COMPUTERS
Title: PC Library (Release 2)
Producer: CDROM
Media: CDROM
Contents:
There are also over 50 interactive videos.
Minimum System requirements:
80386sx PC with CD-ROM drive, mouse, colour VGA monitor, 4 bit VGA adapter (16 colours), 4MB RAM, 4MB free hard space, MS-DOS 3.0 or later and Windows 3.1 or higher. Video and audio playback will not be smooth without these minimum requirements.
Audience: Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced

Order Code
605-808

Price Each
MIXED QUANTITY PRICING

Subject: PowerPoint
Title: PowerPoint 97 for Windows 95
Producer: SOFTWAREVISION
Media: Video
Course Contents:
Total running time: 3 hours
Audience: Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced

Order Code
947-888

Price Each
MIXED QUANTITY PRICING

Discoverware

DiscoverWare™ ET Training,
DiscoverWare™ is a range of multimedia training products for Windows based applications. These are professional products designed to provide a superbly effective user interface. They are complete corporate training courses that allow you to enter at a level where you choose. From beginner through to advanced. They have been designed by computer software training professionals to allow you to easily reach a level of competency that makes the most of your software programs.
System Requirements:
IBM 486 PC or compatible, 8MB RAM, Double-speed CD-ROM drive, 256 colour mode videocard, 8-Bit sound card and speakers or headphones, and Windows 3.x.

Order Code
946-497

Price Each
MIXED QUANTITY PRICING
Books & Technical Publications

Training – Electronics

UCANDO Electronics Videos

**MIXED QUANTITY PRICING**

PLEASE NOTE MIXED QUANTITY PRICING IS AVAILABLE ON THIS RANGE OF ‘UCANDO’ ELECTRONICS VIDEOS

Subject: DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
Title: Digital 1 - Gates Media: VIDEO
Contents: This video begins with the basics as you learn about seven of the most common gates which are used in almost every digital plus, plus Binary notation.
Total Running Time: 54 mins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>655-600</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject: DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
Title: Digital 2 - Flip Flops Media: VIDEO
Contents: Flip Flops will further enhance your knowledge of digital basics. You will learn about Octal and Hexadecimal notation groups, flip flops, counters etc.
Total Running Time: 55 mins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>655-612</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject: DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
Title: Digital 3 - Registers and Displays Media: VIDEO
Contents: This is your next step to obtaining a solid understanding of the basic circuits found in today's digital designs. Gets into multiplexers, registers, display devices etc.
Total Running Time: 54 mins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>655-624</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject: DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
Title: Digital 4 - DAC and ADC Media: VIDEO
Contents: This video shows you how the computer is able to communicate with the real world. You will learn about digital to analogue and analogue to digital converter circuits.
Total Running Time: 59 mins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>655-636</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject: DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
Title: Digital 5 - Memory Devices Media: VIDEO
Contents: An introduction to the technology used in many of today's memory devices. You will learn all about ROM devices and then proceed into PROM, EPROM, EEPROM, SRAM, DRAM and MBM devices.
Total Running Time: 56 mins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>655-648</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject: DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
Title: Digital 6 - The CPU Media: VIDEO
Contents: The CPU gives you a thorough understanding in the basics of the central processing unit and the input/output circuits used to make the system work.
Total Running Time: 56 mins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>655-650</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject: BASIC ELECTRONICS
Title: Part 1 - DC Circuits Media: VIDEO
Contents: This is your next step in understanding the basics of electronics. You will learn about how coils, transformers, capacitors etc. are used in common circuits.
Total Running Time: 62 mins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>655-545</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject: ELECTRONICS
Title: Part 2 - AC Circuits Media: VIDEO
Contents: This video guides you step-by-step through different sections of a power supply.
Total Running Time: 56 mins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>655-557</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject: ELECTRONICS
Title: Part 3 - Semiconductors Media: VIDEO
Contents: Part 3 gives you an exciting look into the world of semiconductor theory. Plus 15 different semiconductor devices explained.
Total Running Time: 57 mins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>655-569</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject: ELECTRONICS
Title: Part 4 - Power Supplies Media: VIDEO
Contents: This video shows you how amplifiers work as you have never seen them before. Class A, Class B, Class C, op. amps etc.
Total Running Time: 57 mins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>655-570</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Subject: ELECTRONICS
Title: Part 6 - Oscillators
Media: VIDEO
Contents:
Oscillators are found in both linear and digital circuits. This video gives you a good background in oscillator circuits.
Total Running Time: 54 mins.

Subject: FIBRE OPTICS
Title: Fibre Optics
Media: VIDEO
Contents:
From the fundamentals of fibre optic technology through cable manufacture to connectors, transmitters and receivers.
Total Running Time: 58 mins.

Subject: LASER TECHNOLOGY
Title: Laser Technology
Media: VIDEO
Contents:
A basic introduction covering some of the common uses of laser devices, plus the operation of the Ruby Red laser, HeNe laser, CO2 gas laser and semiconductor laser devices. Also covers the basics of CD and bar code scanning.
Total Running Time: 57 mins.

Subject: RADIO
Title: FM Radio - Part 1
Media: VIDEO
Contents:
FM basics including the functional blocks of a receiver. Plus r.f. amplifier, mixer oscillator, i.f. amplifier, limiter and fm decoder stages of a typical fm receiver.
Total Running Time: 58 mins.

Subject: RADIO
Title: FM Radio - Part 2
Media: VIDEO
Contents:
A continuation of f.m. technology from part 1. Begins with the detector stage output, proceeds to the 19kHz amplifier, frequency doubler, stereo demultiplexer and audio amplifier stages. Also covers RDS digital data encoding and decoding.
Total Running Time: 56 mins.

Subject: VCR MAINTENANCE
Title: VCR Maintenance
Media: VIDEO
Contents:
A step-by-step easy to follow procedure for professionally cleaning the tape path and replacing many of the belts in most VHS VCRs. The viewer will also become familiar with the various parts found in the tape path.
Total Running Time: 35 mins.

Subject: VCR REPAIR
Title: VCR Repair
Media: VIDEO
Contents:
This is an introduction to VCR repair aimed at non-beginners. Through the use of block diagrams this video will take you through the various circuits found in the NTSC VHS system. You will follow the signal from input to audio/video heads then from the heads back to the output.
Total Running Time: 84 mins.

Digital Electronics, Electronics & Components & The Parts Gallery

Electronic Circuits and Components & The Parts Gallery

Electronics CDROM’s ideal for student use, covering large sections of syllabuses and easily integrated into schemes of work. Both CDs are single user licensed and include:
- Hundreds of circuit symbols
- Virtual laboratories and on-screen quizzes
- Full audio commentary
- Keyword search/index
- Editable assignments

Digital Electronics
Builds on the knowledge of logic gates covered in Electronic Circuits and Components, and takes users through the subject of digital electronics up to the operation and architecture of microprocessors. The virtual laboratories allow the users to operate many circuits on screen.

Electronic Circuits and Components & The Parts Gallery
Two applications on the CDROM provides an introduction to principles and application of the most common types of electronic components and shows how they are used to form complete circuits. The virtual laboratories, worked examples and pre-designed circuits allow you to learn, experiment and check understanding as you proceed through the sections of the CDROM. The Electronic & Components section of the CD is split into five sections: Fundamentals, Combination Logic, Sequential Logic, Digital Systems and Gallery

Major International Brands
All the leading brand names from over 1,000 major international manufacturers.
Training – Business Solutions

Financial Solutions

• Save time and effort
• Link budgets and cash flow

Investment Appraisal for Non-Financial Managers

• Evaluate the costs and benefits of projects
• Sell your projects internally

Budgeting for Non-Financial Managers

• Prepare and present your budgets with confidence
• Develop realistic contingency plans

Accounts De-Mystified

• Presents the facts in an easy to understand manner
• The essential guide

Cross Reference and Selection Guides

The 200 Ic Master and IC Master CD ROM for Windows

2000 Ic Master

• Functional and numerical guide to 116,000+ ICs from 375 manufacturers world-wide
• 10,000 new ICs
• Product data organised in ten ‘Master Selection Guides’ with hundreds of manufacturer supplied ‘supplemental data pages’
• The industry-wide ‘Alternative Source Directory’ lists over 193,000 pin-for-pin equivalents for both current and discontinued ICs

• Including pinout diagram and packaging styles for 110,000 devices only in the CD-ROM
• Includes a complete ‘Manufacturers and Distributors Directory’
• It is organised for easy access with ICs listed by manufacturer and by function category in ten ‘Master Selection Guides’:
  - Digital
  - MPU Development Systems
  - Chip Sets and MultiFunction Devices
  - Digital Signal Processing
  - Memory
  - Interface
  - Microprocessor
  - Linear
  - ASIC/Custom
  - Programmable Logic Devices

The 2000 IC Master CDROM For Windows

• Online to the Internet for quick access to updates. Links in directly to manufacturer’s web-site and actual datasheets
• 170,000+ current and discontinued ICs including 10,000 new device listings
• Includes pinout and package for over 110,000 devices in the CD-ROM, hundreds of supplied supplemental data pages, the IC Master Alternative Source Directory, and the complete IC Master Manufacturers and Distributors Directory
• True parametric search: (New Faster Search Engine)
  - Allows users to search on only the specifications required
  - Search results can be sorted on multiple parameters
  - A powerful compare function allows a side-by-side comparison of devices selected
  - Allows users to search on package styles
  - A true parametric search capability with all the advantages of on-line access to the most current database

ALABEL©

ALABEL, the new CD-ROM data disk for more than 10 million electronic components from 1,000 international manufacturers. ALABEL means ALL About Electronics because on this CD the R&D engineers, the purchasing and sales people will find all they need. The data is grouped in four sections:
• Integrated circuits – 50,953 ICs/303 manufacturers/2,316 distributors
• Discrete and optos – 33,395 parts/75 manufacturers/1,044 distributors
• Electromechanical – 44,479 groups/110 manufacturers/1,295 distributors
• Passive components – 18,321 groups/286 manufacturers/1,483 distributors

• Search functions and parameters by manufacturer type, components function, key-parameter, functional description one word, replacement and family types, search-word combinations, package and case type
• Multi language screen (English, French, German)
• Simultaneous opening of different screens
• Search functions across all sections
• Internet connection with more access to manufacturers information

System requirements: 486DX/50, CD-ROM 6x, SVGA graphics, mouse, 16MB RAM, 10MB free hard disk space, Windows 3.x, Windows 95, Windows NT.

Omnicon Whow CD ROM

The Omron KNOWhow CD comprises of a full library of Omron product with complete technical data sheets, user manuals and an initial set of application guides, training modules and product selectors – all of these libraries accessed via a unique expertise interfacing layer.

• ALL OMRON PRODUCTS stocked by Farnell show the order code alongside the Omron part number.
• OMRON PRODUCTS not stocked by Farnell are available through Farnell Access, giving a wider product range.

Towers International Transistor Selector

Latest 5th update of this popular selector guide contains over 30,000 bipolar transistors, IGBTs and surface mount devices from worldwide sources. The guide includes electrical and mechanical specifications for all devices, plus a unique surface mount cross index, and an improved standardised format, whilst retaining its established easy-to-use layout. 5th Edition

Order Code 312-3870

Price Each 5

Order Code 171-511

Price Each 1+
Towers International MOSPower and Other FET Selectors

A selector guide, containing data on electrical and mechanical specifications, manufacturers and available substitutes on over 9600 American, British, European and Japanese high and low power field-effect transistors, including over 3000 new entries.

The Semicon International Indexes

- A comprehensive 3 Volume reference set
- Introductions and definitions are also in German and French

Volume 1, Transistors (edition 25)
Approximately 37,500 bipolar, FET, IGBT, unijunction and surface mount transistors. 450 pin out diagrams, with ratings and characteristics, a comprehensive cross reference and detailed information on 400+ manufacturers. The surface mount section includes a leaded transistor conversion guide and package markings. CV and BS devices listed. New package diagrams.

Volume 2, Diodes and Thyristors (edition 18)
The same format as volume 1, covering 41,500 diodes, bridge rectifiers, thyristors, triacs and surface mount devices from 400+ manufacturers, and 278 line diagrams.

Volume 3, Integrated Circuits (edition 17)
Over 25,000 IC's including optocouplers from 800 manufacturers. The index includes device description, package and pin outlines, manufacturer, process, case material and operating temperature. Also includes a useful substitution guide, 564 line diagrams and 195 tables.

The Electrician's Pocket Guide

JOHN E. TRAISTER

- A quick and easy reference for any electrical job
- Pocket size for convenience
- Filled with the most used tables and charts
- Covers Codes, Standards, Print Reading Essentials, OSHA and Electrical Safety, Tools, Electrical Materials, Equipment and Installation Procedures
- At a glance solutions to many common electrical problems

McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia & Troubleshooting Guide

This one step reference combines the traditional circuit "cookbook" with state of the art troubleshooting techniques, enabling you to build, test and customise a wealth of useful circuit types. Learn to apply over 600 circuits commonly used in all areas of electronics. Discover how these circuits operate and where they fit into various electronic equipment. Get practical guidance on testing and debugging routines that allow you to easily integrate circuits into your existing systems, also access full details on component values.

The Master IC Cookbook

DELTON T. HORN

- Ideal for the novice, mid-level electronics technician, or even the hobbyist. You will discover a wealth of IC data in this easy to use book.
- Includes the latest technical information on the most popular types of integrated circuits (IC's).
- The focus of this book is on the ICs themselves rather than circuits for which they are used and includes updated material on 74xx, 40xx, digital, memories and computer peripherals, op amps, comparators, audio amps, oscillators and signal generators, RF and video devices, voltage regulators, digital/analogic crossovers and other linear devices.
- The material is arranged by area of application, then listed alphabetically within each section by IC industry standard number.

Bigelow's PC Technician's Troubleshooting Pocket Reference

STEPHEN J. BIGELOW

- Quickly diagnose PC repair and maintenance problems with suggested cost-effective solutions
- Packed with essential code tables, commands, symptom summaries, and other frequently needed information
- Easy-to-use format to help you diagnose problems on the job in every major area of the PC
- The full coverage of troubleshooting, reference information and tables has only a minimum of supporting text
- Hard to find DOS reference notes with essential commands and system configuration
- Moderns, motherboard, video, drive, input device, and peripheral troubleshooting guidelines
### TAB Encyclopaedia of Electronics for Technicians and Hobbyists

**STAN GIBILISCO**

- Covers virtually every aspect of hobby and consumer electronics, in an easily understandable language, whilst offering the right amount of detail, an abundance of illustrations and real world examples.
- Articles are arranged alphabetically by topic. To deliver deeper into a particular subject, extensive cross references point you to other related entries.
- Whether you choose a home security system, fixing telephones, polishing up your technical writing skills, obtaining your ham radio licence, training for a career and just fiddling for fun, you will find it in this book.

**Order Code** 946-874

**Price Each** 1+ 3+

### TV & Video Engineer's Reference Book

**JACKSON & TOWNSEND**

- Written by international experts
- Ideal for practising engineers and managers working in the broadcast, cable and satellite services and television equipment industries.
- The format of this book also makes it an excellent reference for students.
- Starts with basic reference material and fundamentals of electronic circuit design and provides detailed coverage of all the main components in the broadcasting chain, i.e. transmission, distribution, DBS, TV studios and equipment, sound, TV receivers and video recorders.

**Order Code** 182-916

**Price Each** 1+ 3+

### Newnes Electronic Pocket Reference Books

**Title**
- Digital Logic IC Pocket Book 183-775
- Linear IC Pocket Book 183-763
- Service Engineer’s Pocket Book 196-791
- Passive and Discrete Circuits Pocket Book 198-808
- Electronics Engineer’s Pocket Book 198-780
- Telecommunications Engineer’s Pocket Book 198-810
- Electrical Pocket Book 182-684
- Engineering & Physical Science Pocket Book 481-932

**Order Code**
- 183-775
- 183-763
- 196-791
- 198-808
- 198-780
- 198-810
- 182-684
- 481-932

**Price Each** 1+ 3+

### Audio Power Amplifier Design Handbook

**SELF**

- Compiled for professional designers, amateur enthusiasts, academic investigators and students
- Includes unique theory and practices of audio power amplifiers
- Supplies practical solutions to many intractable design problems
- The book includes the sources of power amplifier distortion, shows how they can be eliminated or minimised and gives detailed information allowing power amplifiers to be designed and constructed.

**Order Code** 182-965

**Price Each** 1+ 3+

### High Performance Audio Power Amplifiers

**DUNCAN**

- Comprehensive and colourful real-life guide
- Based on wide experience of audio and music technology
- Links analog electronics, acoustics, heat and music technology, high-end Hi-Fi and professional PA and recording studio use, theory, modelling and real-world practice design and repair
- This comprehensive guide to power amps is as a core reference for anyone in the industry and hobbyists.

**Order Code** 182-953

**Price Each** 1+ 3+

### High-Power Audio Amplifier Construction Manual

**JOHN HYDE**

Ideal for audiophiles, electronics hobbyists and audio engineers, this book will give you leading edge electronics tools for designing every detail of a superior high power amplifier. Areas covered include optimal audio power supply building methods, new configurations and analyses of voltage amplifiers, new distortion reduction techniques and the latest info on computer analysis and diagnostics.

**Order Code** 324-1660

**Price Each**
Audio IC User’s Handbook

R. M. MARSTON

- Over 400 circuits with diagrams
- Deals with:
  - Low frequency linear amplifiers, dual pre-amps
  - Audio power amps, Charge coupled delay lines, bar-graph display drivers and power supply regulator
- Circuits range from simple signal conditioners and filters to complex graphic equalizers, stereo amp, systems and echo/revverb delay line systems
- The book is in an easy-to-read and non-mathematical manner

Order Code 182-940
Price Each 1+ 3+

Understanding and Servicing CD Players

CLEMENTS

- As a useful companion to service manuals, this guide explains the principles involved in repairing and adjusting CD players. Its practical style and generously illustrated content simplifies fault diagnostics, and is an ideal source of reference. Contents include the basic principles, optical assemblies, focus servo, tracking servo, carriage servo, disc or spindle motor servo, decoder, system control, power supplies, fault diagnosis and adjustments.

Order Code 182-977
Price Each 1+ 3+

Servicing Satellite TV Equipment

BEER

- A practical guide for service engineers, designers, manufacturers and enthusiasts
- Covers both indoor and outdoor equipment
- Includes fault-finding, troubleshooting and servicing all areas of satellite television equipment
- From PAL to Mac to MPEG all contemporary systems are covered

Order Code 182-898
Price Each 1+ 3+

Digital Video and Audio Compression

STEPHEN J. SOLARI

- A concise, readable account of compression technologies crucial to New Media age
- Delivers a concise account of compression’s terms, techniques, standards and tricks in an easy to read style
- Subjects covered include:
  - Basic principles underlying digital signal processing and compression, how human beings see and hear, in relation to how audio and video are reproduced, all major existing and emerging compression standards, adaptive pulse code modulation

Order Code 949-184
Price Each 1+ 3+

An Introduction to Digital Video

WATKINSON

- Comprehensive coverage of Digital Video, concentrating on both the basics and the essentials and the theory behind it
- Mathematics kept to an absolute minimum
- Contents include: Conversion, Digital Processing, Digital coding principles, interfaces, digital VTR and non-linear video editing

Order Code 182-989
Price Each 1+ 3+

DVD Demystified

TAYLOR

- DVD is the all in one storage technology destined to alter the landscape of business computing and home entertainment. This book teaches you about DVD and how to use it to its best advantage.
- This guide contains:
  - Detailed description of every facet of DVD
  - Over 150 information packed charts and figures, including a quick reference section
  - Comprehensive comparisons of DVD to other media technologies
  - Clear and understandable explanations of DVD features and technologies

Order Code 949-103
Price Each 1+ 3+

TV Repair for Beginners, Revised and Expanded

H. L. DAVIDSON

- Troubleshoot and repair the most common TV problems
- Photographs and charts lead you through each repair step-by-step
- The book emphasizes on pinpointing the problems and fixing them
- Simple ways to upgrade old TVs with new add-ons
- The revised and expanded edition features new material on:
  - Universal remote transmitters, Stereo TV, Digital controls, New colour circuits and picture tube sizes, Installing receivers
  - New ‘Symptoms and Causes’ chapter

Order Code 949-164
Price Each 1+ 3+

Servicing TV and Video Equipment

TRUNDLE

- A highly practical guide to servicing, fault-finding and repairing domestic TVs, VCRs and camcorders, with the emphasis on the least reliable areas, such as TV power supplies, line timebases, and video deck mechanics. Additional chapters include test gear, intermittent faults and repair techniques. The book includes 225 illustrations, of which 54 are off-screen and 13 are fault-finding charts.

Order Code 438-984
Price Each 1+ 3+

continued
Fiber Optic Reference Guide

Engineers working with fibre optics as well as newcomers to the industry will find this comprehensive, practical guide extremely useful. It is presented clearly and concisely with a minimum of jargon, and the text is thoroughly illustrated and indexed. The guide features the fundamentals of optical fibre, connectors, splicers, and other components and their applications within systems. Key characteristics and principles of operation for critical electro-optic components such as LED’s, lasers and detectors, Operation of transmitters, receivers and fibre optic communications systems and special emphasis is placed on digital data links and fibre optic video links.

Order Code 884-716. Price Each

Fibre Optic Communications

This edition offers a clear overview of the basic concepts of optical fibre communications. It covers all the bases, including system design, operating principles, and applications of fibre optic system components. This edition is written in a lucid and lively writing style for professionals. Topics include optical solitons, fibre and semiconductor optical amplifiers, optical isolator, improved laser diodes, new transmission standards, wavelength-dependent couplers and advances in optical integrated circuits for fibre networks. Each section gives a summary and has questions and answers on various problems. 3rd Edition

Order Code 620-415. Price Each

Programmable Controllers – An Engineer’s Guide 2nd Edition

A practical, hands-on guide to the applications and uses of programmable controllers, liberally illustrated and clearly written. Contents include:– computers and industrial control, programming techniques, programming style, analog signals, closed loop control and intelligent modules, distributed systems, the man-machine interface, industrial control with conventional computers, and practical aspects. Although based on general principles, units from Mitsubishi, Siemens, Allen Bradley and ABB are referred to.

Order Code 558-140. Price Each

Programmable Logic Controllers and their Engineering Applications

- Covers basic concepts and components
- Covers power and control circuits and input devices
- Uses programming languages based on the new IEC 1131-3
- Contains worked application programming examples

Order Code 949-152. Price Each

RS-232 Made Easy

An easy-to-follow guide to inter-connecting computer hardware via the RS-232 interface, including charts showing how to connect more than 1000 devices. The book includes a description of the function of each lead, pin configuration charts, 3800 cable design diagrams, and appendices explaining the RS-232 and RS-449 standards, and answers to the most commonly asked interfacing questions.

Order Code 482-906. Price Each

I2C Bus from Theory to Practice

The I2C or Inter-Integrated Circuit bus is a two-wire control bus for linking microcontroller and peripheral ICs. The simplicity of its unique combination of both address and data bus functions has made it a world-wide industry standard. This guidebook through the world of microcontroller-managed serial buses will enable the reader to design an I2C bus-based system for virtually any application. Structured in four parts, the book covers protocol, components, applications and development tools. This comprehensive text outlines the versatility of the I2C bus, which has resulted in its widespread adoption in a variety of areas from telecommunications and automatic car dashboards to energy management system and medical equipment.

Order Code 948-850. Price Each

Communications

Technician’s Guide to Electronic Communications

- Jargon-free coverage of all you need to know to put theory into practice
- A guide specifically written for technicians
- A clearly detailed look at how and why today’s electronic communications systems work
- Covers traditional and rapidly developing fields
- Free of ‘re-engineered English’ and complicated mathematics

Order Code 949-176. Price Each

Telephone Installation Handbook

This book provides you with knowledge of regulations and techniques to help plan and implement telephone installations. Above all, this is a practical book for those intending to make a living from installing extensions and systems, for facilities managers responsible for workplace systems and who need to communicate effectively with installers and maintainers, and for those who prefer to do their own work around the house.
ISDN Explained

ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) is a new development in the UK telephone network. The book presents a highly readable overview of the principles of all facets of the subject, giving an international perspective. Contributions from various members of the highly experienced team at British Telecom cover the users needs and technology, pulse code modulation, digital networking, local area transmission and ISDN basic rate interface. The final section is concerned with applications: high quality speech, fax, video and packet switching.

Order Code 171-999.

Price Each

Using ISDN

This is your complete guide to speeding up everything you do online. You’ll be able to experience the power of ISDN as you surf the World Wide Web in overdrive with ISDN. Whether your goal is personal or professional, this book has the information you need to get productive with ISDN immediately. You are guided through the installation and configuration of ISDN in a conversational style and comfortable format. There are details of various types of ISDN services and hardware that are available so you can decide what best suits your needs. Explore the new communications possibilities, such as interactive video and voice conferencing, that are available with this high-speed communications standard.

Order Code 656-008

Practical Antenna Handbook

Practical introduction to designing, construction and installing a wide range of communication antennas. Heavily illustrated, including examples and worked out solutions of equations. Types covered include HF dipole, vertical polarised HF, multiple band, tunable wire long wire directional, hidden and limited space, small transmitting and receiving loops, wire VHF-UHF transmitting and receiving, microwave waveguides, satellite, mobile emergency and many more. CD-ROM included containing shareware modelling software and visual basic programmes for customised design.

3rd Edition

Order Code 182-862

Radio Frequency Transistors

Containing a wealth of practical design information, this book concentrates on amplifiers, oscillators, switches, pulsed power, modular systems, wiring state-of-the-art devices, and design techniques, with extensive information on RF power MOSFETs. Coverage is also given to various modulation methods, eg. FM and SSB, with practical design examples from 2MHz to microwaves and the UHF spectrum is discussed in detail.

Order Code .481-970

Price Each

The Internet

Extranets, The Complete Sourcebook

Extranets, the next generation of Internet, are dynamic wide area networks that link a company’s employees, suppliers, customers and other key business partners in a secure, electronic on-line environment for business communications. Extranets is the first book ever to show network professionals and non-technical managers how to create and manage an Extranet for your business. Going far beyond the Internet, e-mail, and conventional Internets, Extranets provide fast reliable, secure, and low-cost computer-to-computer communication for a wide range of applications, everything from sales, marketing, fulfillment, on-line publishing, and customer service, to product development, directory and database services, employee communications, groupwork projects, and electronic commerce.

Order Code 946-679

Price Each

Building an Intranet

This book is a hands on guide to setting up an Internal Web.

- Learn how to set up - and secure - an internal Web server
- Select the best tools for developing an Intranet infrastructure
- Transform your organisation's existing information into Web-ready documents
- Understand the design principles behind an Intranet
- Add indexing and search capabilities to your organisation's data
- Provide easy access to internal databases

It is a detailed, practical guide that shows how to use Web technology, Web servers, browsers, and TCP/IP networking - to create an Internal Web.

With this book, you will not only discover the tools needed to create an Intranet, but also learn how to design, develop and deploy Intranet applications within a cross-platform, user-friendly environment. Coverage includes everything from preparing legacy content and data for your Intranet to running internal newsgroups and developing Web front ends, making this the most comprehensive book on Intranet development. A CD-ROM includes a complete toolkit.

Order Code 656-094.

Price Each

The New Internet Navigator

- Provide easy access to internal databases
- Transform your organisation's existing information into Web-ready documents
- Understand the design principles behind an Intranet
- Add indexing and search capabilities to your organisation's data
- Provide easy access to internal databases

It is a detailed, practical guide that shows how to use Web technology, Web servers, browsers, and TCP/IP networking - to create an Internal Web.

With this book, you will not only discover the tools needed to create an Intranet, but also learn how to design, develop and deploy Intranet applications within a cross-platform, user-friendly environment. Coverage includes everything from preparing legacy content and data for your Intranet to running internal newsgroups and developing Web front ends, making this the most comprehensive book on Intranet development. A CD-ROM includes a complete toolkit.

Order Code 656-094.

Price Each

Order Code 182-862

Price Each
The Internet — continued

The Internet Web & Golden Directory

- A unique telephone directory style publication, listing thousands of Internet address codes world-wide bringing a vast amount of resources to Internet users in an easy to use format
- A CD-ROM is included containing a hypertext version of the book enabling the user to find their topic of interest and hotlink to the site
- Topics included range from Advice, Agriculture and Aviation to Software, Support Groups and Zoology

Order Code 198-985
1999 Version

Advertising on the Internet
ROBBIN ZEFF & BRAD ARONSON

This guide to online advertising is a must reading for everyone who wants to take advantage of the most important new advertising medium since television. A complete primer on online advertising for businesses of all sizes, it gets you up to speed on the crucial issues, hot new trends, and most effective new technologies in Internet advertising. Included are Traffic measurement and gauging the effectiveness of your ads, buying and selling ads on your Web site, advertising locally and to an international market, legal aspects of internet advertising and how to advertise for free, or almost free.

Order Code 323-7503

The E-Commerce Book - Building the E-Empire
STEFFANO KORPER & JUANITA ELLIS

This book focuses on business concepts, and how to apply technology in order to be successful. It covers globalizing your company, marketing and advertising, market trends, vendor solutions, and must-know technologies such as credit card verification systems, security, auction technologies, storefronts and overall technology architecture. The final portion of this book focuses on how to utilize E-Commerce solutions from process re-engineering to actual deployment and testing.

Order Code 322-4848

Getting Hits
The Definitive Guide to Promoting your Website

SELLERS
- Post your site to a search engine
- Understand what links give the biggest hits
- Producing hits offline
- Enducing visitors to site

SELECTED CONTENTS: How search engines think; How to get quality links; How to get links from hundreds of sites; The benefits of professional help

Order Code 722-4163

Networking

Data Communications, Computer Networks and Open Systems
HALSALL

A comprehensive introduction to data communications and networking, including dynamic data compression, digital leased circuits, high speed networks (FDDI and DDDB), bridges and routers and internet-working. The TCP/IP protocol suite is now included with the OSI protocol suite to give a broader coverage to open systems interconnection. 4th Edition

Order Code 596-711

Computer Networks, Protocols, Standards and Interfaces
BLACK

An extensive and extremely detailed coverage of the electronic and physical structure of computer networks. The subjects covered range from worldwide networks to simple pin assignments for RS232-C, the relative merits of transmission media and protocols such as Ethernet. 2nd Edition

Order Code 482-134

Understanding Local Area Networks
SCHATT

This book explains, in clear terms, how LANs and their various hardware and software components work. It provides an understanding of the theory behind the various types of network architecture, data transmission methods, and the major LANs available and their compatibility. Future trends are also discussed, covering wireless, remote, asynchronous transfer mode and fast Ethernet LANs. 5th Edition

Order Code 482-122

Network Administration Survival Guide
PLUMLEY

If you manage a network computing infrastructure, your life just got easier. Each of this book’s twelve incisive sections functions like a mini-manual on a different aspect of the network administrators job. Each features step-by-step guidelines, task lists and instructive real world examples. Each is backed up by a quick reference appendix that’s packed with valuable technical information.

Order Code 312-3157

DOS-UNIX Networking and Internetworking
BURGARD & PHILLIPS

This book is an in-depth guide into making two of the worlds most popular operating systems work together. It presents practical advice and proven solutions that work based on the experience of building and testing networks by running all possible hardware and software configurations. This is helped by means of 'Hot Tips', illustrations and on screen examples.

Beginning with an overview of networking theory, this comprehensive guide goes on to give you all of the information you need to build networks with a wide variety of configurations in all types of computing environments, including DOS, UNIX, NetWare and Windows. It also provides product reviews, hardware recommendations and complete discussions of implementation strategies.

Order Code 312-3157
"
High Speed Digital Transmission Networking

This book covers all aspects of high speed digital transmission systems, including the fundamentals of digital signalling, coding and clocking to acquaint readers with the technology and terminology. Readers can focus upon specific information, determine the advantages and disadvantages associated with the use of different digital transmission facilities and use this book as a self-learning text.

Second Edition

Order Code 620-373.

Price Each

1+ 3+

A completely user friendly guide aimed at beginners, explaining everything you need to know about selecting, setting up, using and managing small computer networks. Areas covered include LANtastic, Windows for workgroups and Netware Lite.

Order Code 312-3145

Price Each

1+ 3+

This book targets administrators and users who want to be able to use networking tools at a high level regardless of the primary operating system they are using. It discusses a variety of topics including hardware installation, configuration and administration. Plus it addresses advanced maintenance and security topics.

Second Edition

Order Code 655-004

Price Each

1+ 3+

More than just a ‘repair’ manual, this is the most comprehensive network support reference available. Learn about the inner workings of your network, how to install hardware, and troubleshoot problems. You will gain in-depth knowledge of major network operating systems - NetWare 4.1, UNIX and Windows NT. Learn about backup technology, linking to mainframes, and SNMP. Special sections include coverage on adding network services and upgrade options, Internet, remote access, and virus protection with troubleshooting tips to help you identify and solve problems.

Order Code 655-980

Price Each

1+ 3+

Using Microsoft Exchange Server

This is a ‘must have’ resource for properly installing, configuring and maintaining an Exchange system. From e-mail subsystems to document management, you will find expert advice you need to get to work immediately.

Using Windows NT Server 4

This book is the one complete tutorial and reference the helps you get Windows NT servers operating, clients connected, and the network optimised. This step-by-step guide offers you the complete coverage of Microsoft’s latest client/server network operating system.

Using Windows NT Workstation 4.0

This is a jam-packed full reference on the newest features of the workstation version of Windows NT. With hundreds of optimising tips, this is the resource for maximum productivity with Windows NT 4.0.

N.B. The inclusion of a CDROM means VAT is chargeable.

Using SAP R/3

This is the only handbook companies will need to master the implementation of this complicated, and highly successful client/server system. It focuses on the needs of in-house SAP developers, independent SAP consultants, and corporations moving to a SAP environment. It tackles the fundamentals of the SAP system structure, outlines the specific SAP modules, and presents the business changes that must occur prior to implementing a SAP system.

Using Microsoft Outlook 97

This is your A-Z reference for all your Outlook 97 questions. The comprehensive book includes hundreds of pages of Outlook 97 solutions that let you master this powerful new application quickly.

You’ll learn how to create and edit schedules, set meeting times and choose recipients through a network, manage the flow of events, and route email. Also discover how to share information and create hypertext links among all five of the Office 97 products, and how to put Outlook 97 documents and schedules onto a Web or intranet site.

Using Microsoft Outlook 98

This book includes the same topics as the Office 97 version but includes updates to match the many improvements to Outlook 98. It also shows you how to collaborate with your colleagues particularly if you use Microsoft Exchange Server.

Using Lotus Notes and Domino 4.5

Written by an expert in the industry, this powerful resource contains valuable insight into Lotus Notes, revealing effective techniques for making Notes work for you.

N.B. This inclusion of a CDROM means VAT is chargeable.

Using the World Wide Web

This is your A-Z reference on mastering all aspects of the World Wide Web. From choosing and using the best browser for your needs to conducting information searches on the Web to securing your site and using electronic commerce, you will have all the information you need to master the mysteries of the World Wide Web. Second Edition.

N.B. The inclusion of a CDROM means VAT is chargeable.

Using Microsoft Commercial Internet System

This is your guide to mastering MCIS. Targeting professional site developers, administrators, and ISPs, this reference addresses important issues, including chat systems, email and NNTP servers, site maintenance and security, and much more. You will learn to integrate the Index Server with MCIS and discover efficient and secure ways to build and maintain effective product merchandising Web sites that support customer service and credit card purchases.

Using Microsoft Internet Information Server 2

This is a comprehensive guide to server installation, configuration, and implementation. Written for intranet and Web developers, this complete reference addresses important issues, including security and access restrictions, BackOffice integration, site maintenance, upgrades, and much more.

N.B. The inclusion of a CDROM means VAT is chargeable.
Books & Technical Publications

Computer – Operating Systems

DOS & Windows for Dummies

Gookin & Rathbone

A fun and easy way to learn and understand both DOS and Windows. Aimed at those new to computing, these two books will enable the beginner to quickly acquire both competence and confidence. Both books are user friendly and written in a humorous manner, and include first aid kits explaining what to do when things go wrong.

Order Code: 557-870
Price Each: 1+

Order Code: 557-882
Price Each: 1+)

Windows 95 for Dummies

Rathbone

A fun, quick and easy way through Windows 95. The book discusses the necessary preparations for a computer to run Windows 95, DOS and programming, performing tasks carried out previously on Windows 3.1. It tackles issues from installation through to customising the Windows 95. Issue 1995

Order Code: 620-210
Price Each: 1+

Order Code: 655-630
Price Each: 1+ 3+

UNIX for Dummies

Levine & Young

Aimed at the novice, this book written in the usual dummies style has been designed as a quick reference guide for use when problems occur. UNIX® for Dummies covers all major versions including LINUX, BERKELEY UNIX, System V, System V release 4, SunOS and Solaris.

Order Code: 607
Price Each: 1+

Order Code: 655-030
Price Each: 1+ 3+

Windows 98 From A to Z

Que

If you are a fairly experienced user, but you don’t want to know everything about your computer and operating system. This book will give you the answers fast and easily to accomplish tasks and improve your desktop productivity. The book is alphabetically organised to help you: Add and remove programs, boot disks, change the screensaver, disable unused network software, find files, install Windows 98, link files, record sounds, use the taskbar and send E-mail.

Order Code: 183-600
Price Each: 1+

Order Code: 183-623
Price Each: 1+ 3+

The Complete Reference Windows 98

Levine & Young

A comprehensive reference/tutorial designed to help you take full advantage of the power of Windows 98. You’ll find encyclopaedic coverage of this package and its new features. Capabilities are arranged by topic, with step by step examples, screen shots, tips and advice. Suitable for the beginner or advanced user.

Order Code: 183-374
Price Each: 1+ 3+

Complete Guide to Windows NT 4 Server Unleashed

Sams

Focuses on unique strengths and challenges of administering Windows NT 4 Server

For casual to expert users

How to install, maintain and connect computers

The ultimate tool for anyone working with Windows NT 4 Server

CD ROM included: Fully functional version of WEB Transit from InfoAccess, Purveyor WebServer from Process Software Corporation and much more

Order Code: 704-2541
Price Each: 1+

Order Code: 704-251
Price Each: 1+

Free Same Day Delivery

For orders received before 12.30pm we provide free same day delivery.

VAT is chargeable on this product

Prices are in Singapore Dollars and exclusive of GST
This book describes proven business solutions that make strategic use of Linux’s inherent advantages. Includes Linux processes, functions and tools, business implementation strategies, integrating Linux with legacy systems and managing and administering a Linux Server.

Order Code 312-3169
Price Each 1+ 3+ 2V4

Linux Clearly Explained

This book will show how to set up a usable, alternative operating system. Included is a CD-ROM featuring Red Hat 6.0, which will help you learn how to install Red Hat Linux smoothly and optimize its performance on your system. Also included is Corel WordPerfect for Linux 8.0, with this you’ll be able to explore the new GNOME desktop. From there you’ll learn how to obtain and set up free software that will enable you to browse the Web, use email and running office suite applications. You’ll learn how to connect your computer to the Internet, how to obtain and install new software and how to keep your system running smoothly.

Order Code 323-4850
Price Each 1+ 3+ 222

Computer – Programming

Software Engineering

Best-seller, discussing the key introductory concepts and methods involved in software engineering, and written in a clear, comprehensive style. Fully revised to include latest developments such as computer-based systems engineering, requirements analysis, architectural design, managing people, quality management, process improvement, and software re-engineering. There is also expanded and revised treatment of requirements engineering, CASE, software management and software evolution. 5th Edition

Order Code 596-693
Price Each 1+ 3+ 201

The Indispensable Guide to C

A complete reference to the principles and applications of C programming for the computing and engineering professional. A wide range of engineering examples are given, using all the features unique to C. The book contains many example programs and extensive use of graphics.

Order Code 619-999
Price Each 1+ 3+ 203

C for Dummies

Volume 1 reference guide has been written for anyone who has ever tried to learn C programming but has met with confusion and frustration. This book is ideal for the novice who requires more practical advice and instructions than have been found previously in other C books. Covering all popular compilers including Borland and Microsoft this book will enable you to learn, understand and program C quickly and simply.

Order Code 557-894
Price Each 1+ 3+ 202

Linux at Work

This book describes proven business solutions that make strategic use of Linux’s inherent advantages. Includes Linux processes, functions and tools, business implementation strategies, integrating Linux with legacy systems and managing and administering a Linux Server.

Order Code 312-3169
Price Each 1+ 3+ 2V4

The C Programming Language, 2nd Edition

The first edition of this book has been the standard introductory text on C programming. This new edition describes ANSI C and many of the original examples have been refined and new ones added. The appendices cover the ANSI standard, the standard libraries and the differences between the original and ANSI C languages.

Order Code 171-779
Price Each 1+ 3+ 2V6

C The Complete Reference

This C reference guide is written for all C programmers regardless of their level of experience. Assuming an elementary knowledge of C, this book describes in detail all aspects of the C language and its libraries. The material in the book is divided into five sections. The C language, The C standard library, algorithms and applications, software development using C and new directions. There are many example programs and functions and both the UNIX and ANSI standards of C are covered. 3rd Edition

Order Code 171-795
Price Each 1+ 3+ 227

Teach Yourself C++ Programming In 21 Days

Using the proven techniques of the Teach Yourself series, this essential guide shows you how to write successful programs in a step-by-step easy to follow format. Shaded syntax boxes explain C++ functions and concepts, while practical, hands-on instructions and logically organised lessons help you become more familiar with C++ programming environment. There is expert advice and professional techniques on how to improve your programming procedures. Plus Q&A and Workshop sections to reinforce learning. Do/Don’t sections show you how to avoid potential programming pitfalls.

Order Code 620-270
Price Each 1+ 3+ 228

The Complete Reference C++

Whether you’re a newcomer just learning C++ or an experienced pro coming up to speed on the new International Standard, you’ll find this book a lasting resource that will help you maximise your programming efforts. Covering the entire C++ language, the book is organised into five parts: the C Subset – foundations of C++, C++ Object-Oriented Features, the C++ Function Library, the C++ Class Library and Applications.

Order Code 323-5002
Price Each 1+ 3+ 273

Advanced HTML Companion

This is the perfect working guide to HTML, providing a step-by-step guide for beginners learning HTML, and containing advanced techniques and reference material more experienced Webmasters need. It is an authoritative and up-to-date guide to the HTML 4 standard. It covers the whole gamut of HTML, from text-formattting tags to frames, using images and colour, creating complex tables for Web page layout, and much more.

Order Code 312-3790
Price Each 1+ 3+ 274

TP594
TP595
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TP598
TP599
### Computer – Programming — continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Complete Reference HTML</strong></td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order Code</td>
<td>323-4990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Using Visual Basic 5, &amp; Using Visual Basic for Application 5</strong></td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order Code</td>
<td>725-5901</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**N.B.** The inclusion of a CDROM means VAT is chargeable.

### Computer – Software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Introduction to Autocad Release 14</strong></td>
<td>725-5913</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cad-Cam</strong></td>
<td>725-5901</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**N.B.** No CD ROM included.

### Using Visual Basic 5

**Using Visual Basic 5** is an updated version of QUE’s Visual Basic 4 book covering every new feature of Visual Basic 5, making this the developer’s choice for getting up to speed quickly and then going beyond.

- A team of recognised experts walk you through the new development environment and teach you how to work with the hottest features of Visual Basic 5. You will learn how to build applications for Windows 95 and Windows NT, ActiveX controls, complex databases, and progress for Office 97 and Internet Explorer. The Authors will show you how to implement remote data objects, how to work with OLE applications, and how to debug your code. Also learn advanced form, control, and code techniques to help you get the most from your Visual Basic 5 applications.

**Special Edition**

**Using Visual Basic for Application 5** covers the new features of VBA 5, making it the developer’s choice of Office 97 application development.

- You will achieve new levels of programming success by learning how to use VBA 5’s Integrated Development Environment, and how to customise current Office 97 features using VBA 5. You’ll discover how to improve productivity with object-oriented development, also learn about Help file creation, Web publishing, and how to optimise various components in your Office 97 applications.

**Special Edition.**
Using Microsoft Excel 97
The most comprehensive guide to using this powerful spreadsheet application. Trusted by professionals on the job, this complete reference explores the new features of Excel 97, including integration with Microsoft Office 97, Web publishing, database creation, and more.

Using Microsoft Access 97
This book teaches you how to master the new features of 32-bit Access 97 and the Jet 3.5 database engine. From step-by-step instructions for creating relational tables for programming with VBA 5.0 and the Jet 3.5 Data Access Object, you will quickly learn how to achieve professional results with this powerful database development platform.

Using Microsoft PowerPoint 97
The special edition shows you how to create impressive presentations and documents. This comprehensive book provides the reference you need to make your point. Build presentations, from the simple to the dramatic, that deliver your message powerfully with PowerPoint 97.

Using Visual Basic for Applications 5
This book covers the new features of VBA 5, making it the developer's choice for Office 97 application development.

You will achieve new levels of programming success by learning how to use VBA 5's Integrated Development Environment, and how to customise current Office 97 features using VBA 5. You'll discover how to improve productivity with object-oriented development, also learn about Help file creation, Web publishing, and how to optimise various components in your Office 97 applications.

N.B. The inclusion of a CDROM means VAT is chargeable

Using Microsoft Outlook 97
This is your A-Z reference for all your Outlook 97 questions. The comprehensive book covers the new features of Outlook 97, including integration with Microsoft Office 97, Web publishing, database creation, and more.

You'll learn how to create and edit schedules, set meeting times and choose recipients through a network, manage the flow of events, and route email. Also discover how to improve productivity with object-oriented development, also learn about Help file creation, Web publishing, and how to optimise various components in your Outlook 97 applications.

N.B. The inclusion of a CDROM means VAT is chargeable

Using Microsoft Front Page 97
QUE’s expert authors provide all the information you need to master Microsoft FrontPage. Use this powerful reference for all your HTML creation, document conversion, and site maintenance needs.

N.B. This inclusion of a CDROM means VAT is chargeable

10 Minute and Teach Yourself Guides
Simple and practical references to help busy people who need fast results. Through goal oriented, 10 minute lessons you will gain all the essential know how to develop, manage and operate the subject covered. These include operating systems, networking, groupware, office suites, the Internet, Intranets and Web programming.

Newnes Computer Pocket Reference Books

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows 95 Pocket Book</td>
<td>183-702</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows NT Pocket Book</td>
<td>183-714</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C++ Pocket Book</td>
<td>183-738</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Engineering Pocket Book</td>
<td>183-740</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Troubleshooting</td>
<td>312-3492</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sams 24 Hour ‘Teach Yourself’ Series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Windows NT Workstation in 24 Hours</td>
<td>946-643</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Microsoft Office 97 in 24 Hours</td>
<td>946-655</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Microsoft Outlook 2000 in 24 Hours</td>
<td>312-3837</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Microsoft Word 2000 in 24 Hours</td>
<td>312-3849</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Microsoft Excel 2000 in 24 Hours</td>
<td>312-3850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Microsoft Powerpoint 2000 in 24 Hours</td>
<td>312-3862</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Excel for Dummies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Access 97 in 10 Minutes</td>
<td>183-563</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Excel 97 in 10 Minutes</td>
<td>183-295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Word 97 in 10 Minutes</td>
<td>183-301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Windows 95 in 10 Minutes</td>
<td>183-313</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Outlook '98 in 10 Minutes</td>
<td>183-325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Windows '98 in 10 Minutes</td>
<td>183-337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Office 97 in 10 Minutes</td>
<td>183-349</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Min. Guide to HTML 3.2 (2nd Ed)</td>
<td>943-095</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Min. Guide to HTML Style Sheets</td>
<td>943-101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Min. Guide to ActiveX Control Pad</td>
<td>946-175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Min. Guide to the Internet and the World</td>
<td>946-187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide Web (2nd Ed)</td>
<td>946-199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACCESS 2 for Dummies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Access 97 in 10 Minutes</td>
<td>183-293</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Excel 97 in 10 Minutes</td>
<td>183-295</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Word 97 in 10 Minutes</td>
<td>183-301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Windows 95 in 10 Minutes</td>
<td>183-313</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Outlook '98 in 10 Minutes</td>
<td>183-325</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Windows '98 in 10 Minutes</td>
<td>183-337</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Yourself Office 97 in 10 Minutes</td>
<td>183-349</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Min. Guide to HTML 3.2 (2nd Ed)</td>
<td>943-095</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Min. Guide to HTML Style Sheets</td>
<td>943-101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Min. Guide to ActiveX Control Pad</td>
<td>946-175</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Min. Guide to the Internet and the World</td>
<td>946-187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide Web (2nd Ed)</td>
<td>946-199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Computer – Software — continued

The Complete Reference Office 2000

This book is packed with insider tips and expert techniques for getting the most out of Office 2000, this definitive resource covers every component of the suite - Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, Internet Explorer, Access and Publisher in full detail. Plus you will learn to save time and increase productivity by running the programs as an integrated unit.

The CD features more than 100 samples documents, 50 templates and 10 shareware utilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>312-2920</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Computer – General

Babani Computer Books

A complete range of Babani computing books. Each title in the series gives in depth coverage of the subject matter, at a fraction of the cost of most other computing titles. The range includes titles on software packages, operating systems, hardware and programming.

### PLEASE NOTE MIXED QUANTITY PRICING IS AVAILABLE ON THIS RANGE OF BOOKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price Each</th>
<th>MIXED QUANTITY PRICING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1+</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Concise Intro to UNIX</td>
<td>883-270</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Concise Users Guide to Windows 3.1</td>
<td>883-300</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Concise Users Guide to Lotus 123 for Windows</td>
<td>885-335</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Intro. to the World Wide Web for PC &amp; Mac Users</td>
<td>884-393</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Introduction to Networks for PC &amp; Mac Users</td>
<td>883-402</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-DOS Explained</td>
<td>883-347</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excel 5 Explained</td>
<td>883-913</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powerpoint for Windows Explained</td>
<td>883-438</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Internet and World Wide Web Explained</td>
<td>883-475</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS Excel 97 Explained</td>
<td>993-329</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS Word 97 Explained</td>
<td>993-509</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-Word 95 Explained</td>
<td>883-505</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-Excel 95 Explained</td>
<td>884-327</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus SmartSuite 97 Explained</td>
<td>104-553</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus SmartSuite 96 Explained</td>
<td>884-315</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Publisher for Windows 95</td>
<td>993-487</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia Explained</td>
<td>993-505</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOS One Step at a Time</td>
<td>883-311</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access One Step at a Time</td>
<td>883-396</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows One Step at a Time</td>
<td>883-414</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows 95 One Step at a Time</td>
<td>883-337</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access 95 One Step at a Time</td>
<td>883-517</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS Office 97 Explained</td>
<td>946-801</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS Office 95 One Step at a Time</td>
<td>883-529</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word 95 Assistant</td>
<td>883-542</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word 97 Assistant</td>
<td>993-463</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows 95 Assistant</td>
<td>884-273</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Exchange for Business and Home Use</td>
<td>993-542</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning to Program in C</td>
<td>883-268</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming in C++</td>
<td>993-440</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming in QuickBASIC</td>
<td>882-999</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using Netscape on the Internet</td>
<td>884-492</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netscape Internet Navigator Assistant</td>
<td>946-913</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Internet Explorer Assistant</td>
<td>946-795</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Mail on the Internet</td>
<td>884-285</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to Create Pages for the Web using HTML</td>
<td>883-487</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to Expand, Modernise &amp; Repair PCs &amp; Compatible</td>
<td>883-281</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to get Your PC Up and Running</td>
<td>993-499</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical uses for your old PC</td>
<td>104-528</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why Not Personalise Your PCIT</td>
<td>883-426</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essentials of Computer Security</td>
<td>946-783</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Hardware Assistant</td>
<td>946-849</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows 95 Hard Disc and File Management</td>
<td>104-486</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Practical introduction to Microsoft Office 97</td>
<td>183-556</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows 98 explained</td>
<td>183-532</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The Winn L. Rosch Multimedia Bible.

Winn L. Rosch

Written in a down-to-earth style the Premier Edition is the most comprehensive book on multimedia. Its 800 pages begin with a broad overview of multimedia hardware and software, offering advice on purchasing new systems and upgrading current ones. It covers available authoring tools for hypertext, presentation, programming, and multimedia preproduction techniques. Open new channels of communication by integrating sounds, music, images and video into your programs. You will understand the different sound and image formats, video standards, compression schemes, and synthesizing techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>655-833</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The Indispensable PC Hardware Book

Messmer

An all-in-one reference providing detailed information from the basics into the internals of a PC. Topics covered include all CPU’s, processors, real, protected and virtual 8086 mode with Pentium enhancements, extended and expanded memory, interrupts, exceptions, NMI, coverage of 386 and 486 clones, upgrades and overdrives, and multimedia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>619-905</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Personal Computer From the Inside Out

SARGENT

A fully updated guide to PC hardware from a programmer's perspective, explaining how PCs operate, how they run programs, assembly language and how it is processed. The book includes information on Pentium and 80 86 architectures, real protected mode programming, advanced assembly language techniques, PC bus systems, motherboards, data comms, peripherals, and how to interface a PC to switches, relays, A/D and D/A converters, motor controllers, servo systems and other sensors. The book includes a 3½" disk containing assembly language debugger, source code, and reference tables.

N.B. The inclusion of a 3½" disk means this book is VAT chargeable

Order Code 619-929

Inside the PC

NORTON

Provides expert advice using a friendly, easy to follow style, suitable for all user levels. The book will help build a solid understanding of your hardware and operating system, including microprocessors, mass storage, modems, DOS and BIOS. Intensive coverage of plug-n-play, RISC architecture and Windows 95, multimedia, and the latest software trends are also included.

Order Code 621-432

The SCSI Bus and IDE Interface.

SCHMIDT

Contains detailed descriptions of SCSI and IDE including physical and logical interfaces, command sets and essential terminology. Through cross-references to the ANSI documentation are also included. A 3½" disc is included, containing the source code to the program examples and a SCSI monitor tool allowing SCSI installation and troubleshooting.

N.B. The inclusion of a 3½" disk means this book is VAT chargeable

Order Code 619-917

USB Design by Example

JOHN HYDE

This unique guide goes beyond all the Universal Serial Bus (USB) specification overviews to provide you with the expert knowledge and skills you need to design and program USB devices - pronto. Written for developers on the go, it is organised around a series of fully specific devices and a complete reference to understanding and using the USB.

Order Code 569

Upgrade and Repair your PC

PILGRIM

- Step by step guide to upgrading, repairing and enhancing PCs.
- Fully illustrated, non-technical.
- Covers CPUs and motherboards, hard drives, memory and backup, CD ROM, floppy, zip and jaz drives, modems and other communication devices. Other areas include multimedia, laptop and palmtop computing.
- Includes CD-ROM containing useful shareware diagnostics and utilities to help you get the most from your system.

Order Code 656-069

Upgrading and Repairing PCs

MUELLER

An indispensable guide for all PC users. This new tenth edition has been completely revised with over 300 pages of new coverage of processors, motherboards, chipsets, printers, memory and hard drive specification. 2 CD-ROMs include:
- Technical specifications for over 7,000 hard drives, modern and nics.
- Videos from Scott's hardware repairs seminars.
- A+ training tutorial.

Order Code 182-849

Control & Instrumentation

Industrial Control Handbook

E A PARR

Process control is introduced in an essentially practical manner in this third edition of the established leading work. The book provides, in a single volume, a completely updated and comprehensive look at control in an industrial context, where maths matters less than making it work efficiently and safely. This book only covers that theory necessary to understand what is going on, making it the essential guardian of quality for industrial, process and control engineers actually working on real applications. The handbook will also act as a guide for students and those entering industry for the first time.

Order Code 656-112

Control Engineering

MORRIS

Topics include transducers, electronic amplifiers and analogue computing techniques, stabilising techniques, electrical machines, digital techniques and computer control, process and speed control, position control and hydraulic systems. 4th Edition.

Order Code 182-708

Labfacility Temperature Handbook

LABFACILITY

This is a practical guide for engineers involved in temperature measurement, control and calibration using thermocouples and resistance thermometers. It is particularly useful in explaining current changes in temperature technology such as colour codes, EMF tables, and resistance tables. Subjects covered include temperature measurement using electrical techniques, thermocouple theory and practice, resistance thermometer theory and practice, NTC thermometers, sheath materials - thermowells - fitting and termination's, temperature calibration and control, transmitters and instrumentation, glossary of terms and a reference section.

Order Code 656-069

continued
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Programmable Controllers

**PC Based Instrumentation and Control**

TOOLEY

Written for the instrumentation and control engineer, but also of interest to mechanical and production engineers, this book aims to provide sufficient information to enable the selection of necessary hardware and software for PC-based instrumentation and control systems. Contents include the IBM PC and compatibles, PC expansion systems, the operating system, programming, assembly languages, BASIC programming, C programming, IEEE 488 bus, transducers and interfacing techniques, software packages, applications and reliability and fault-finding.

2nd Edition

Order Code 430-821

Price Each 1+ 3+

Programmable Controllers

**Collins/Lane**

Written for those with little or no prior knowledge, this book covers the most popular types of controller, in a clear, straightforward style. The book provides an overview of control systems and describes the benefits of programmable control, the common features of all programmable logic controllers, input and output circuits, programming — basic and advanced — installation, safety documentation and trouble-shooting.

1st Edition

Order Code 619-966

Price Each 1+ 3+

‘FILE-O-PIC’ The Programmers Organiser

**Nigel Gardner**

The basis of ‘FILE-O-PIC’ is a collation of PIC function information which is easily referenced. In each section there are source code examples showing how to set-up and use the various registers. Other information includes hex, binary and ASCII conversion tables, basic of RS232, product lists and availability, development tools and order codes. The intention is to assist engineers who write software by giving them easy access to relevant information.

The PICs covered in this first edition are all the 16Cxx, 12C50x, 12C67x and 16C5x. futures, families, future supplements will include 17Cxx and PIC14000. As new products and families are introduced by Microchip, additional supplements will be released to keep the ‘FILE-O-PIC’ up to date.

A typical example might be A/D conversion - simply turn to the A/D section, then choose the relevant page for that product- say 16C711. The page for the ADCONO register shows any associated registers e.g. ADCON1, TRISA and the default/reset values within the register. Also within the A/D section are examples on single channel, multiple channel, polled and interrupt driven conversion.

The ‘FILE-O-PIC’ is available in three options:-

An AS organiser (6 hole) capable of taking additional off the shelf inserts

A booklet to include in your own AS organiser (6 hole) and Time Manager

A booklet to include in a DAY-TIMER (7 hole) organiser

The ‘FILE-O-PIC’ has been prepared by Nigel Gardner author of the Beginners Guide to the Microchip. PIC order code 489-359 and PIC Cookbooks Vol. 1 & 2 order codes 854-991 and 790-606

Order Code

993-670

993-682

993-694

Price Each

1+

3+

Programmable Logic Controllers and their Engineering Applications

**Alan J. Crispin**

Covers basic concepts and components

Covers power and control circuits and input devices

Uses programming languages based on the new IEC 1131-3

Contains worked application programming examples

Second Edition

Order Code

949-152

Price Each

1+

3+

Programmable Controllers – An Engineers Guide 2nd Edition

**Parr**

A practical, hands-on guide to the applications and uses of programmable controllers, liberally illustrated and clearly written. Contents include:- computers and industrial control, programming techniques, programming style, analog signals, closed loop control and intelligent modules, distributed systems, the man-machine interface, industrial control with conventional computers, and practical aspects. Although based on general principles, units from Mitsubishi, Siemens, Allen Bradley and ABB are referred to.

Price Each

1+ 3+

Switchgear and Control Handbook

**Robert W Smeaton, William H Ubert**

Here is the only practical reference tool you need to specify, install and maintain switchgear and control devices in any electrical system

Previously famous for its authority and usefulness this third edition has been vastly revised and improved

The handbook is organised into four parts which contain a new chapter on solid-state and microprocessor-based control equipment

This expanded edition also includes, for the first time, a glossary providing concise definitions of common terms used in the description of electrical equipment and controls.

Price Each

1+ 3+

Instrument Engineers’ Handbook 1 & 2

**Butterworth Heinemann**

LIPTAK

The most widely-used reference source in its field

The 3rd edition updates and adds

Many sections start with a ‘feature summary’ of specific information

Cover all the topics needed in everyday work

VOLUME ONE CONTENTS: Process Measurement and Analysis : Instrument symbols, performance and terminology; flow measurement; level measurement; temperature measurement; pressure measurement; density measurement; safety, weight, and miscellaneous sensors; analytical instrumentation. VOLUME TWO CONTENTS: Process Control : Control theory; controllers, transmitters, converters and relays; control centres, panels and displays; control valves; on-off, and throttling; regulators and other throttling devices; plc’s and other logic devices; dcs and computer-based systems; process control systems.

Order Code

Volume 1

703-0617

Volume 2

703-0618

Price Each

1+ 3+

Modern Control Systems

**Dorf & Bishop**

Organized around the concepts of control system theory

Building basic principles : from classical to modern

Progressive development of problem-solving skills

Design emphasis without compromising principles

Learning enhancement

Price Each

1+ 3+
CONTENTS: Introduction to control systems; mathematical models of systems; state variable models; feedback control system characteristics, design and performance; stability of linear feedback systems; the root-locus method; frequency response method; stability in the frequency domain; robust control systems; digital control systems.

Automatic Control Systems
Seventh Edition

Order Code 704-3600
Price Each 1+ 3+

PRENTICE HALL

KUO
- Suitable for self-study
- Easy to follow and without heavy mathematics
- Examples and problems reflect real-life systems
- 188 illustrative examples
- CONTENTS: Mathematical foundation; transfer functions, block diagrams, signal-flow graphs; mathematical modelling of physical systems; state-variable analysis; stability of linear control systems; time-domain analysis of control systems; root-locus technique; frequency-domain analysis; design of (discrete-data) control systems.

Instrumentation Electronics

Order Code 703-3199
Price Each 1+ 3+

REGTIEN
- Provides a basic understanding of the operation, capabilities and limitations of electronic measurement systems
- Of interest to all users in mechanical, aeronautical and electrical engineering
- Each chapter ends with a useful summary and self-help exercises
- SELECTED CONTENTS: Signals; networks; models; passive filters; operational amplifiers; electronic switching circuits; signal generation; digital electronics; measurement instruments; measurement errors.

Programmable Logic Controllers
Basic Level Textbook

Order Code 704-4124
Price Each 1+ 3+

NEWNES
- Enables you to gain knowledge about control systems in sensors, processors and actuators (section A)
- Important methods of programming are introduced chapter by chapter
- Many examples and exercises
- The solutions to the exercises represent a collection of applications relating to practice
- Covers the theoretical knowledge

Selekted contents: The uses and components of a PLC; activation of outputs; logic connection of inputs; programming of sequence controls; signals; processing binary signals; logic operations; STL programming; LDR programming; FCH programming; control sequences.

Sensors and Transducers
A Guide for Technicians

Order Code 701-1945
Price Each 1+ 3+

HEINEMANN
- An introduction to programmable logic controllers which provides a basic course for students
- Written specifically for currentb courses, including HNC/D, the BTEC Advanced GNVQ additional unit in PLCs, and the City and Guilds 230 course in computer aided engineering

CONTENTS: Understanding feedback control; selecting the feedback controller; multiple-loop systems; applications.

Programmable Logic Controllers

Order Code 725-0411
Price Each 1+ 3+

W Bolton
- An introduction to programmable logic controllers which provides a basic course for students
- Written specifically for currentb courses, including HNC/D, the BTEC Advanced GNVQ additional unit in PLCs, and the City and Guilds 230 course in computer aided engineering
Control & Instrumentation — continued

Pressure Transducer Handbook

*Data application notes and support tool details on the Sensortechnics range of pressure sensors/transducers/transmitters, issue 1996.*

Order Code 171-054  Price Each 1+ 3+

Sensors for Measurement & Control

*An in-depth yet practical introduction to sensor technology*
*Also an extensive reference to sensors and their applications*
*The book covers the principles and applications of over 50 sensors, including their design, construction and principles of operation*
*Highlights key facts and fully explains terminology throughout, incorporating sample calculations and questions for further discussion.*

Order Code 725-5925  Price Each 1+ 3+

Electric Motors and Control Techniques

A practical introduction to how different types of motors work, and how to improve their operating efficiency using electronic control. The book covers ac and dc motors, commutator and non-commutator motors, control applications, permanent-magnet stepping motor with bipolar drive, variable-reluctance stepping motor, and electric vehicles. 2nd Edition

Price Each
Order Code 558-035 1+ 3+

Motor Control Electronics Handbook

*Featuring the latest in electronics technology from the best in the business*
*An expert guide giving everything from the fundamentals to cutting edge design tips*
*This Handbook focuses on the electronics of a motor control system and includes many design examples and a glossary to aid understanding of the meaning or general description of motor control terminologies.*

Order Code 725-3412  Price Each 1+ 3+

Electrical Appliances & Motors

*Electric Motors and Drives*

A practical approach, explaining in a clear, direct style the fundamentals and applications of common motors and drives, including conventional and brushless dc, induction motors, stepping motors, synchronous and reluctance motors. This is achieved without resorting to exhaustive theory and maths.

*Coverage of recent developments includes vector (field-oriented) control of induction motor drives, switched reluctance drives, power switching devices and cycloconverter drives.*

2nd Edition

Price Each
Order Code 558-096 1+ 3+

Stepping Motors: A Guide to Modern Theory and Practice

This book examines the aspects of stepping motor performance most important to the system designer and is aimed at both industrial and academic engineers, to give a clear appreciation of the capabilities of a computer controlled environment.

3rd Edition

Price Each
Order Code 182-813 1+ 3+

Electrical Appliances

*Electrical Appliances*

This book deals comprehensively with all aspects of the use, maintenance and repair of electrical appliances around the house, from rewiring an iron to mending the hairdryer. Photographs and diagrams accompany the clearly presented test and the fault finder charts help pinpoint the cause of a problem and the action to be taken. The repair of commonly occurring fault is explained in detail which includes a list of the tools and replacement parts required and a detailed safety guide.

186 Pages 400 illustrations.

Price Each
Book No. Title  Order Code  Price Each
L7104 Electrical Appliances 322-2457 1+ 3+

Home Appliance Manuals

These new editions are the householder’s complete DIY guide to plumbing-in, maintaining and repairing domestic washing, washer drier, tumble drier and dishwashing machines.

Written in a clear, accessible manner with step-by-step photos and diagrams.

The books divide into easy-to-follow sections including installation, understanding electricity, care and repair, wiring and fault finding.

Each component part is photographed and explained in full detail, including the way it works, what can go wrong and how to maintain, repair and replace it.

Price Each
Order Code 247X 1+ 3+
Electrical Regulations and Standards

Modern Wiring Practice  STEWARD/STUBBS
An updated edition dealing with designs of electrical installation systems in accordance with the requirement of the 16th edition of the IEE Regulations for Electrical Installations. It is written to interest apprentices, electricians, contractors, designers and architects. It broadly covers regulations and designing of installations, distribution of supplies in buildings, arrangement of circuits, survey of installation methods, conduits, trunking, insulated systems through to earthing, inspection and testing.

Order Code 620-154

IEE Wiring Regulations: 16th Edition  INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
Latest edition incorporating the 1994 and 1997 amendments of mandatory regulations for electrical installations conforming to IEC or CENELEC regulations.

Order Code 994-870

Electrician’s Guide to IEE Wiring Regs  EPA PRESS
Guide
- Completely updated to reflect the 2000 amendments
- Includes many redrawn figures
- Lists all the regulations that have been amended
- Comprehensive cross-reference text
- On-site guide and guidance notes

Video
- 100 Mins
- PAL VHS Compatible

Order Code 482-080

Guide to Electrical Safety at Work  WHITFIELD
A comprehensive, accessible guide explaining the changes in working practice required in order to conform with legislation, and detailing the records which must now be kept. Contents include: an introduction, the legal position, electrical hazards, qualifications, system design and installation, access and lighting, electric shock protection, safe working and permits, portable appliances, the employer’s duties, the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989, publications and cross reference index.

Order Code 482-010

Wiring Systems and Fault Finding  BUTTERWORTH HEINEMANN
SCADDEN
- Helps you trace faults in circuits in domestic, commercial or industrial systems
- Covers the interpretation of circuit diagrams and wiring systems
- Covers the principles and practice of testing for fault diagnosis
- Diagrams closely linked with comment and explanation
- Leads you from the basic symbols, to logical approaches for pinpointing circuit faults
- SELECTED CONTENTS: Diagrams; wiring systems; testing and test instruments; fault finding.

Order Code 701-5859

Electrical Installation Work  NEWNES
Brian Scadden
- This Textbook is written especially with the trainee/apprentice in mind
- It is a single volume which covers Parts 1 and 2 of the City and Guilds 2330 course in Electrical Installation. It also provides underpinning knowledge needed for level 2 NVQ
- Updated in light of Amendment No.2 of IEE 16th Edition Wiring Regulations. Self assessment questions are provided throughout and this approach encourages independent learning

Order Code 725-6370

Electrical Installations in Hazardous Areas  HEINMANN
Alan McMillan
- The only book which provides such comprehensive coverage of this vital area
- It seeks to explain the ever increasing complexity of standards and codes pertaining to this field and describes their method of application to assist those involved

Order Code 725-6447

Installing and Servicing Domestic Central Heating Wiring Systems nd Controls / Ray Ward  NEWNES
- A handy reference source for all electricians and heating installers
- Provides product information from over 40 different manufacturers and recommends suitable parts alternatives
- Contents: Guide to use; Programmers and time switches; Cylinder and pipe; Room and frost thermostats; Boilers; Motorised valve and actuators; Ancillary equipment and System diagrams.

Order Code 725-6459

continued
Electrical Regulations and Standards — continued

**Protection of Industrial Power Systems**

**BUTTERWORTH HEINEMANN**

- DAVIES
  - Aims to achieve a thorough understanding of the protection necessary
  - Covers modern cartridge fuse, types of relays and the role of the current transformer
  - Critical examination of the widely used inverse definite-minimum time over current relay
  - Covers the theory of the Merz-Price protection system
  - Development of the high-impedance relay system
  - This book reflects change and explains technical advantages

**CONTENTS**: Simple protection devices; relays; current and voltage transformers for protection; fault calculations; timegraded overcurrent protection; unit protection; feeder protection; motor protection; generator protection; control circuits; testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>704-3314</td>
<td>1+ 3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Optoelectronics**

**Mastering Optics**

**JOHN BLACKWELL/Shane Thornton**

This text is for engineers who have made the move to the optical regime but with little or no direct experience or understanding of the subject. It is aimed at a multi-disciplined readership with the purpose of enabling the reader to master the vocabulary of optical engineering.

All of the main concepts are addressed through the major applications, rather than as subjects in themselves. Features include a complete and up-to-date guide to modern applications. Comprehensive glossary and dictionary. An appendix containing a simple outline of useful mathematical equations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>884-741</td>
<td>1+ 3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Introduction to Fibre Optics**

**JOHN CRISP**

This book provides a thoroughly readable introduction to fibre optics, assumes no previous knowledge of the subject, nor a technical or mathematical background. It is suitable for engineers, technicians, students, hobbyists and installers who are intending to use optical fibres or need to understand how they are used. After a broad introduction to the subject, ideas are developed carefully and clearly to ensure that new knowledge is built upon firm foundations. At the end of each chapter there are multi-choice questions. Where calculations are involved, a fully worked answer is provided. There is a useful glossary at the end of the book.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>884-730</td>
<td>1+ 3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fiber Optic Reference Guide**

**DAVID R. GOFF**

Engineers working with fibre optics as well as newcomers to the industry will find this comprehensive, practical guide extremely useful. It is presented clearly and with a minimum of jargon, and the text is thoroughly illustrated and indexed. The guide features the fundamentals of optical fibre, connectors, splicers, and other components and their applications within systems. Key characteristics and principles of operation for critical electro-optic components such as LED’s, lasers and detectors. Operation of transmitters, receivers and fibre optic communications systems and special emphasis is placed on digital data links and fibre optic video links.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>623-120</td>
<td>1+ 3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Smart Cards**

**Smart Card Handbook**

**W RANKL & W EFFING**

The boom in smart card technology reflects the medium’s broad solutions potential. Embedded with a sophisticated microprocessor, smart cards offer unparalleled memory capacity and data encryption capability. From providing secure access to the Internet and mobile radio networks to performing security-sensitive financial transactions in credit card systems, the Electronic Purse and Pay TV system, smart card technology is now multi-billion dollar industry. The handbook presents a state-of-the-art overview of the technology from fundamental information processing through design, manufacture and operation of smart card schemes. Using real life scenarios, designers can learn practical, time-saving ways to avoid and repair potentially costly problems. The book addresses hardware and software issues and advises on what common tools can be used to help identify and repair bugs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>946-916</td>
<td>1+ 3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Microprocessors**

**Embedded & Debugging Embedded Microprocessor Systems**

**BALL**

Embedded Microprocessor Systems (183-118) is an introduction to the design of these systems. This book is not limited to specific processor families, but covers several types of processors with an emphasis on cost and design. Includes examples, tips and pitfalls and contains an important section on interrupts. Debugging Embedded Microprocessor Systems (183-120) provides techniques for engineers, technicians and students who need to prevent and correct design faults in these systems.

Using real life scenarios, designers can learn practical, time-saving ways to avoid and repair potentially costly problems. The book addresses hardware and software issues and advises on what common tools can be used to help identify and repair bugs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>183-118</td>
<td>1+ 3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183-120</td>
<td>1+ 3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Microprocessors and Microcomputer-Based System Design**

**RAFIQUZAMAN**

This book is aimed at the practising microprocessor system designer and college students, and covers all the necessary concepts associated with typical 8-, 16-, and 32-bit microprocessors and microcomputers. The book covers in detail the Intel 8085/8086 and Motorola 68000/68020/68030/88100 families. New detailed descriptions of architectures, addressing modes, instruction sets, I/O, and system design concepts of the Intel 80486/80960 and Motorola 68040 microprocessors are also included. Other information on the basics of microprocessors as well as floating-point arithmetic, Program Array Logic (PAL) used for address decoding for 32-bit microprocessors are included, along with sample design problems and solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>623-120</td>
<td>1+ 3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Microcontroller Cookbook PIC & 8051 JAMES
- This cookbook offers an introduction that will allow any user, novice or experienced, to make the most of microcontrollers.
- Offers practical solutions to real problems, providing a basis to make the PIC & 8051 devices really work.
- Included are common problems posed to show the software segments needed to solve them, thus allowing the student or engineer to look up the appropriate hardware or software solutions.

Order Code 182-941
Price Each 1+ 3+

Basic Stamp KUHNEL & ZAHNERT
- Covers both the hardware and software sides of the Parallax BASIC Stamp I and II microprocessor operation and design.
- The BASIC Stamp is built on the PIC microcontroller hardware and uses PBASIC as its programming language which makes it easy to use and modify even for beginners and versatile enough to solve professional problems.
- Please refer to Page 688688 for Stamp 2 Development Kit.

Order Code 183-106
Price Each 1+ 3+

‘PIC C’ An Introduction to Programming the Microchip PIC in C NIGEL GARDNER
- This book is intended to introduce engineers to the C language for designs operating on the Microchip PIC family.
- The CCS and HI TECH C compilers are covered in the examples section and reference is made to both compilers in the text.
- Following an introduction into C, the book covers the Components of C, Variables, Functions, Operators, Programme Control, Arrays/Strings, Pointers, Structures and Unions and Examples. The text is littered with examples and exercises and the accompanying disk includes a demo C compiler for PC operation to enable the user to get a feel for C before investing in a specific C compiler for the PIC Micro.
- PIC specific examples are provided to show I/O setting, interrupt handling, LCD scrolling PWM, A/D and many more.

Order Code 183-090
Price Each 1+ 3+

Handbook of Microcontrollers PREDKO
- This book/CD-ROM gives you all the information required to simplify the job of selecting the right microcontroller and writing your application.
- Introduces all common microcontrollers and explains how they work.
- Fully describes each microcontroller’s processor architecture.
- Shows a common method of interfacing microcontrollers with peripheral devices and PC hosts.
- Includes numerous application examples with source codes.
- CD-ROM includes the source code for each application and development tools for each microcontroller.

Order Code 198-924
Price Each 1+ 3+

The Engineers Guide to Programming PICs VARLEY
- Detailed information on the 16C5x series with many examples of program code and illustrated with comprehensive tables showing the status of all relevant the registers as the code is executed.
- A practical guide which is ideal for engineers who wish to learn to write programme code in a professional way.
- Suitable for BTEC students as course learning material with many worked examples of each instruction so that the reader can easily follow the programmes.
- A selection of real world problems for the reader to solve and so gaining confidence and experience of use.
- How to use the PICSTART and MPLAB software.

Order Code 183-143
Price Each 1+ 3+

Free Technical Support
Our trained engineers are available to help you select the right item. Call us on (65) 788 1922 or e-mail singapore-technical@farnell.com we’re here to help.
Scroggie's Foundations of Wireless & Electronics

Scroggies Foundation is a classic text for anyone working with electronics, who needs to know the art and craft of the subject. Originally published over 60 years ago, this latest edition covers both theory and practical aspects of a huge range of cathode ray tubes to radar, to digital tape systems and optical recording techniques.

Order Code 183-362
Price Each
1+ 3+ 5+ 10+

Passive Electronic Components Handbook

The definitive technical resource on passive components
Fully updated and revised edition
A reliable one-volume access to critical characteristic data, performance curves and design guidelines
The full range of components technologies covered including: Resistors, capacitors, transformers, relays and switches, batteries, fuse and protective components, filters and transient voltage protection devices, wiring and cable, connections and cabling devices
Provides practical data to effectively select optimal components for their intended functional performance in virtually any electronic system

Order Code 993-591
Price Each
1+ 3+ 5+ 10+

Consumer Electronics Component Handbook

This handbook is arranged alphabetically and packed full of handy hints and illustrations (ideal for helping identify, locate, test and replace defective parts, it shows exactly how to proceed with all the products you test or repair. Areas covered include: adaptors, batteries, bulbs, buzzers, capacitors, cartridges, circuits and circuit breakers, coils, controls, crystals, diodes, electron tubes, filters, inductors, motors, optoelectronics, output circuits, power supplies, rectifiers, regulators, relays, resistors, saw filters, semiconductors, signal devices, switches, transformers, transistors and many more.

Order Code 183-362
Price Each
1+ 3+ 5+ 10+

Electronic Engineers Handbooks

This handbook has been fully revised to reflect major advances in cutting-edge electronics technologies. The new edition covers not only fundamental principles and technologies, but also the latest hardware, circuits and functions, and applications. It is packed with new data and information on subjects ranging from systems engineering and semiconductor reliability to audio, video, facsimile and telecommunications systems.

Order Code 946-886
Price Each
1+ 3+ 5+ 10+

Electronic Troubleshooting

This comprehensive book covers the practcal side of electronics from basic problem solving through repair of sophisticated medical instruments. It includes explanations of all testing equipment, quick problem solving via a wealth of handy illustrations, charts and graphs.Appendices that take you step by step through troubleshooting each type of equipment, and a guide to the most common circuit faults.

Order Code 311-7248
Price Each
1+ 3+ 5+ 10+

Electronics for Service Engineers

This textbook is appropriate for the wide range of brown and white goods covered by the NVQ framework. From simple mathematics and circuit theory to transmission theory and arials, from health and safety to logic gates and transducers the practical emphasis in this book makes it ideal for existing service engineers seeking to gain an NVQ.

Order Code 311-8174
Price Each
1+ 3+ 5+ 10+

The Circuit Designers Companion

Sound, practical advice for design and development engineers, covering many 'real-world' problems in a clear non-academic, style. Subjects covered include grounding and wiring, PCB design and layout, the characteristics of practical active and passive components, cables, linear IC's, logic circuits and their interfaces, power supplies, EMC, safety, reliability and thermal management. Emphasis throughout is placed upon designing for production and cost constraints.

Order Code 481-907
Price Each
1+ 3+ 5+ 10+
A Practical Introduction to Electronics (from bits to chips)

Written by Nigel Gardner and Max Horsey, the book is a guide towards understanding general principles of electronics for those interested or studying electronics, physics, science and technology courses at GCSE and ‘A’ levels. The reader is introduced to the basic principles and guided through subject areas covering semiconductor devices, operational amplifiers, digital electronics, control loop principles, timing circuits, microcontrollers, safety and circuit construction techniques. The text includes worked examples and questions for self-assessment.

The book supports the Farnell Electronic Lab (Order Code 704-325) covering theory, construction and use of the various modules to aid understanding practically.

A complete range of Babani books. Each title gives detailed coverage of the subject matter. The range includes both theoretical and practical matters and includes such subjects as components, aerials, test equipment, construction projects and much more. Each title provides a low cost introduction to the subject matter.

PLEASE NOTE MIXED QUANTITY PRICING IS AVAILABLE ON THIS RANGE OF BOOKS

Order Code 783-758
Price Each

322

The Circuits and Filters Handbook

CHEN

This single volume reference manual is over 2800 pages, aimed at practising engineers in industry, government and academia, and in particular BS level engineers requiring one-source references. The sections include the necessary background in mathematics required, followed by comprehensive up-to-date information in classical fields of circuit theory, circuit components, feedback circuits, non-linear circuits, distributed circuits, active and passive filters and many more. It also covers the emerging fields of digital filters, analog integrated circuits, digital and analog VLSI, and computer-aided design. Full references to other sources of contributions are also included.

Order Code 623-118
Price Each

300X

Newnes Electronics Tool Kit

PHILLIPS

A concise and comprehensive guide to electronics concepts and rules of thumb, with numerous facts, formulae, data and charts on the subject of resistors, capacitors, inductors, semiconductors, logic circuits, EMC, audio, electronics and telephone, electronics in lighting, thermal considerations, connections and reference data. 2nd Edition.

Order Code 481-919
Price Each

294

Markus Modern Electronic Circuits Reference Manual

MARKUS

Over 3,630 modern electronic circuits, each complete with values of all parts and concise descriptions. Arranged in alphabetical subject order, indexed, cross-referenced, sources of information given. Proven solid-state circuits in a wide range of applications.

Order Code 182-468
Price Each

280

Babani Electronics Books

BERNARD BABANI

A complete range of Babani books. Each title gives detailed coverage of the subject matter. The range includes both theoretical and practical matters and includes such subjects as components, aerials, test equipment, construction projects and much more. Each title provides a low cost introduction to the subject matter.

PLEASE NOTE MIXED QUANTITY PRICING IS AVAILABLE ON THIS RANGE OF BOOKS

Order Code 182-886
Price Each

537
Electronics Theory & Application — continued

Linear Circuit Analysis
TSE
- A concise and comprehensive guide to circuit analysis techniques
- An emphasis on fast inspection of circuits with minimal use of mathematics
- Examples used to clarify concepts and illustrate analysis methods
- A comprehensive collection of appendices summarising relevant mathematical techniques and providing a ‘glossary of terminology’ useful for quick reference

How To Test Almost Everything Electronic
HORN
A useful, hands-on guide to testing and trouble shooting a multitude of electronic systems, from power supplies, TVs and VCRs, down to individual analogue and digital components, using today’s modern test equipment. Chapters include: test equipment, dc voltage tests and power supplies, current tests, VOM and VTVM tests, oscilloscope tests, component tests, TV tests, special tests, signal tracing and alignment tests, digital circuits, flowcharts and trouble shooting.

Practical Transformer and Electric Motor Handbooks
GOTTLIEB
Easy to follow handbooks, written with the minimum use of mathematics and theory, designed for both engineers and designers covering Transformers and Electric Motors.

Analogue and Digital Electronics, A First Course
BEARDS
This book provides a broad and balanced coverage of both analogue and digital electronics. Covering all important and up to date topics taught in most first and second level undergraduate engineering courses. The 22 chapters cover semiconductor device basics, biasing, BJT equivalent circuits, FETs, negative feedback, power amplifiers, analogue circuits, op-amps, oscillators, digital electronics, combinational logic, flip-flops, counters, registers, asynchronous sequential circuits, digital IC families, semiconductor memories, A to D & D to A conversion, DC power supplies, microprocessors and I/O. Well illustrated with over 650 diagrams.

Principles of Transistor Circuits
AMOS
Providing a thorough understanding of the properties of transistors, and their applications, this book is the latest edition of a popular classic. Topics covered include semiconductor physics, the design of transistors, amplifiers, receivers, oscillators, generators, pulse and sawtooth generators, digital circuits and power supplies.

Newnes Circuit Manuals
MARSTON
A range of circuit manuals written in an easy to read, non mathematical manner, presenting the reader with many practical applications and circuits. They are specifically for the practising design engineer, technician and experimenter, as well as the electronic students and amateur.
EMC at Component & PCB Level

O’HARA
- Shows how to achieve EMC compliance early on in the design process.
- This book provides the knowledge and good design practice for the design or test engineer to take the necessary measurements to improve EMC performance.
- For the suppliers, not only will their products have the competitive edge because they have known EMC performance, but they will be prepared should EMC compliance become mandatory in the future.

Order Code
183-003
Price Each
1+ 3+

Engineering Science

W Bolton
- A successful and popular textbook for all Advanced GNVQ and BTEC National students.
- Written in concise and accessible text and supported by numerous worked examples and problems, including multiple choice questions to provide practice for unit end tests.
- Fully in line with current syllabuses and expanded to include the optional units for Advanced GNVQ in Mechanical and Electrical Principles.

Order Code
725-6939
Price Each
1+ 3+

The Engineer's Guide to Technical Writing

This book provides a brief, easy to use guide to the technical writing issues critical to modern engineering professionals. Specifically constructed with the needs of engineers in mind, this text offers and "engineering approach" to technical writing and presents practical and relevant examples from today’s engineering world. It provides a clear focus on the specific needs of engineers in writing reports, specifications, essays and more.

Order Code
946-928
Price Each
1+ 3+

Higher National Engineering

Lloyd Ogle and Mike Tooley
- A text covering the core units of the new HND/HNC syllabuses and written specifically for them.
- Designed to encourage student-centred learning and independent study.
- Clear, straightforward text full of knowledge-check questions throughout the key to success for all HNC/HND Engineering students.

Order Code
725-0435
Price Each
1+ 3+

Engineers In Business

LANIGAN
Written for engineers involved in technical management, and covering relevant business issues. Strategic issues, people and organisations, project planning and control, costing, marketing, production and accounting are all covered throughout, and illustrated through engineering examples and case studies.

Order Code
596-700
Price Each
1+ 3+

Dictionary of Engineering

MCGRAW HILL
- This Dictionary of Engineering puts a wealth of essential information at your fingertips.
- With 16,700 entries that fully define the language of engineering and includes hundreds of synonyms, analogies and abbreviations.
- Identifies the discipline in which a term is used and covers all fields including, chemical, civil, design, industrial, mechanical and systems engineering; building construction; as well as mechanics and thermodynamics.
- Suitable for, professionals, students, writers or laypersons with a science curiosity.

Order Code
725-3369
Price Each
1+ 3+

GNVQ Engineering Intermediate & Advanced

LOGMAN
- Comprehensive one-stop reference course satisfying the requirements of BTEC, C&G and RSA for all four mandatory units.
- Student oriented and practical: Comprehension is reinforced by student tasks, end-of-chapter questions and worked examples.
- Focused: Key learning points highlight essential unit requirements.
- Each chapter is written around the specifications of one unit and include introduction, key areas & learning objectives, highlighted key terms, and student tasks.
- Both volumes are focused, comprehensive, authoritative, practical and student oriented.

Order Code
725-5949
Price Each
1+ 3+

TP603

Major International Brands
All the leading brand names from over 1,000 major international manufacturers.

TP600

Scheduled Deliveries
Save money by scheduling your requirements for up to 12 months. Order now on (65) 788 0200.
**Strength of materials**
- With Schaum’s Outlines you get a complete overview of the subject in a handy and succinct format without being overwhelmed with unnecessary details.
- This text has over 618 detailed problems with step-by-step solutions supplied.
- Clear explanations of the strengths of systems subject to dynamic loadings.
- Helps to find answers fast and to study quickly and more effectively perfect for preparing for graduate and professional exams.

Chapters Include:
- Tension and Compression, Thin walled pressured vessels, Direct Shear Stresses, Torsion, Centroids, Moments of Inertia, Stresses in Beams, Elastic Deflection of Beams Plastic Deformation of Beams, Columns, Strain Energy Methods and much, much more.

**Heat Transfer**
- If you want top grades and thorough understanding of Heat Transfer this powerful study tool is the best tutor around.
- Inside there are 269 detailed problems with step-by-step solutions and 92 answered problems together with understandable coverage of all relevant topics, and accompanying sample problems and solutions.
- Study at your own pace, brush up before tests, get the big picture without spending hours poring over lengthy textbooks.

Chapters Include:

**Newnes Engineers Pocket Books**

**Newnes Pocket Book Range**

**Engineering and Physical Science**
- Easy to use condensed reference format of relevant engineering and physical science formulae, definitions and general information. Assumes little previous knowledge.

**Mechanical Engineers**

**Engineering Materials**
- Concise guide to engineering materials, gives properties, typical uses and details of coding systems, composition and heat treatment data for the range of materials most commonly used. Valuable handy reference for design & production engineers and engineering students.

**Construction Materials**
- Contains data on about 50 of the most widely used materials. Which includes chemical, mechanical and physical, and properties of materials with guidance on dimensional stability and durability. Also advises on the correct use of materials, safety aspects and avoidable pitfalls. The book will be invaluable to builders, building service engineers, civil and structural engineers, surveyors and architects.

**Building Services**
- Packed full of reference material needed by students, mid career engineer, and those involved with operating and managing mechanical building services. Areas covered range from energy and environmental considerations, heating, air conditioning and ventilation systems, to fire protection, hot and cold water services, sanitary plumbing and building drainage.

**Instrumentation and Measurement**
- A handy source of information on systems and instruments for the measurement of quantities commonly used in engineering such as temperature, radiation, stress and strain, and chemical composition.
- Additionally a new chapter on microprocessor-based instrumentation makes this book an essential purchase for engineers at all levels.

**Mathematics**
- Substantially revised to include new material and reorganised to make the wealth of material inside even more easy to access.
- New topics include polar co-ordinates, vectors, differentiation of parametric equations, maxima, minima and saddle points for functions of two variables, numerical integration and the exponential form of De Moivre’s theorem.

**The Civil Engineering Handbook**
- Written by more than 60 leading academic and practising experts.
- Extensive totally up-to-date reference infor-mation.
- Every chapter filled with valuable tables, formulae and illustrations.
- Extensive glossary of terminology.
- More than 2000 pages and 1000 illustrations.

**Roark’s Formulae for Stress & Strain**
- A compact, adequate summary of formulae, facts and principles pertaining to strength of materials.
- Primarily a reference book to meet the present need of the designing engineer.
- Uses the international system of units (SI) in example problems.
- The policy of including sets of numerical results in the tables is continued.
- Additions to existing tables and inclusion of new ones.

**Selected Contents:**
- Facts, Principles, Methods: The behaviour of bodies under stress; properties of a plane area. Formulas and examples: Curved beams; torsion; elastic stability.

**Order Codes**
- **Price Each**
- **1+**
- **3+**
MATHCAD
- Interactive electronic book with built-in calculation software
- Gives you the power to perform analyses and solve problems from Roark's formulae for stress and strain
- Explanatory sections and well-documented example problems
- Includes some theory and explanation of principles not found in the text
- Visual interactive interface
- Hyperlinks to connect you with related tables and example problems

Minimum System Requirements: IBM PC or compatible (386 or higher) with 3 MB of RAM, Windows 3.1 or higher, CD-ROM drive; Windows 3.1 or higher; 4 MB of RAM, 4 MB of hard disk space.

VAT is chargeable on this product

### Marks' Standard Handbook for Mechanical Engineers (Books & CD)

- **Book**
  - New larger format with nearly 1800 pages and more than 2300 illustrations
  - Quick access to more than 100 vital topics relating to modern mechanical engineering
  - Features contributions from 125 top experts
  - This new edition remains the ultimate authority on every aspect of mechanical engineering
  - Includes new and rewritten material on gearing, autofacturing, HVAC, displacement pumps, vibration, computers and more

- **CD**
  - High speed interactive Mathcad engine
  - Calculations automatically, reliably and quickly solved
  - Instant retrieval of information

**SELECTED CONTENTS**
- Heat; strength of materials; machine elements; power generation; manufacturing processes; instruments and controls; industrial engineering; the engineering environment.

Minimum System Requirements for CD: IBM PC or compatible, 386 or higher, 4MB RAM, Windows 3.1 or higher, CD-Rom Drive

VAT is chargeable on this product

### Mechanical Technology Second Edition

**SELECTED CONTENTS**
- Stress and strain; shearing force and bending moment; bending and shearling stresses; torsion; deflection of beams; struts; strain energy; cylinders; dynamics; velocity and acceleration diagrams; turning moment diagrams; frictional elements, gears and belt drives; gyroscopic motion; gear trains; free vibrations; thermodynamic properties of substances; basic engineering thermodynamics; steam plant; gas turbine plant; reciprocating internal combustion engines; combustion; heat transfer; pressure and pressure measurement; flow and flow measurement; momentum of fluids; viscosity; real fluid flow; dynamic similarity; turbomachinery; centrifugal pumps

Minimum System Requirements: PC with 486 or higher processor, Microsoft Windows, 3.1, Windows 95, or Windows NT 3.51 or later, 16MB of RAM, 10 MB of available hard disc space, SVGA monitor, 2x CD-ROM drive, Mouse

**Price Each**
- 1+ 3+

**Order Code**
- 1 3+

**Price Each**
- 1 3+

**Order Code**
- 701-1994 700-9173

**Price Each**
- 3+ 1+

**Order Code**
- 701-5926
Mechanical Engineering — continued

**Mechanical Engineering Design**

Joseph Edward Shigley

- This metric version of previous editions represents the latest technical developments and brings the material right up to date.
- It boasts comprehensive coverage of mechanical engineering design over 17 chapters.
- SELECTED CONTENTS: Stress Analysis, Deflection and Stiffness, Materials and their Properties, Fatigue and Static Strength design, Mechanical Springs, Bearings, Gears (incl. spur, helical, worm and bevel), Shafts, Clutches, Brakes, Couplings, Flywheels and other flexible mechanical elements.

**Order Code**

725-3345

**Price Each**

1+ 3+

**Mechanical Engineer's Reference Book**

BUTTERWORTH HEINEMANN

Twelfth Edition

- One of the most comprehensive sources of information for engineers.
- 12th edition of this classic volume continues its traditional high standard.
- Completely rewritten incorporating all subjects of importance to mechanical engineers.
- Concise but readable style.
- Wide range of subjects.
- Numerous illustrations and reference lists.

**CONTENTS :**

- Strengths of materials; applied mechanics; thermodynamics and heat transfer; fluid mechanics; manufacturing technology; engineering materials; engineering measurements; general data.

**Order Code**

725-1294

**Price Each**

1+ 3+

**Mechanical Engineer's Data handbook**

BUTTERWORTH HEINEMANN

- Practical reference text for the student and professional engineer.
- Uncluttered by text.
- Extensive use of illustrations and tables for quick clear access to information.
- Detailed calculations of many applications.

**CONTENTS :**

- Strengths of materials; applied mechanics; thermodynamics and heat transfer; fluid mechanics; manufacturing technology; engineering materials; engineering measurements; general data.

**Order Code**

709-0181

**Price Each**

1+ 3+

**Component Failures & Bearings**

Maintenance and Repair: Tribology

**CONTENTS :**

- Failures: Plain and rolling bearing failures; piston and ring failures; seal failures; brake and clutch failures.

**Order Code**

702-0430

**Price Each**

1+ 3+

**How to Cast Small Metal & Rubber Parts**

William A Cannon

- An excellent pocket sized guidebook that teaches everything you need to know about small casting in metals and rubber.
- Contains valuable information and practical techniques for everyone from the novice to sculptors and inventors.
- Written in non-technical language and containing many simple diagrams and clear photographs.

For Devcon Flexane 80 featured in the second part of this book please see Order Code 721-3190 page 16

**Order Code**

725-3382

**Price Each**

1+ 3+

**Industrial & Manufacturing Engineering**

Manufacturing Engineer's Reference Book

Koshal

- The most up-to-date survey of the broad interests of the manufacturing engineer.
- Sections contributed by leading experts from all over the world.
- Extensive reference lists.
- An indispensable work for every engineer in industry.

**CONTENTS :**

- Materials properties and selection; polymers and rubbers; metal casting and moulding processes; metal forming; large chip metal removal; non-chip metal removal; electronic manufacture; metal-finishings processes; fabrication; electrical and electronic principles; microprocessors, instrumentation and control; machine tool control elements; communication and integration software; computer integrated manufacturing; manufacturing and operations management; computer aided production management; quality control; tolerotechnology; ergonomics.

**Order Code**

702-9430

**Price Each**

1+ 3+
SELECTED CONTENTS: Fundamentals of the mechanical behaviour of materials; structure and manufacturing properties of metals; casting processes; material-removal processes: cutting; joining and fastening processes; integrated manufacturing systems.

Principles of Machine Operation  
JEFFREY

EXPLAINS HOW ROTATING MACHINERY WORKS AND THE ROLE OF THE MAINTENANCE ENGINEER.

CONTENTS: Rotating machinery; the maintenance function; machinery mounting; balancing; lubrication; bearings; power transmission; shaft alignment; seals; condition monitoring; troubleshooting; safety.

Project Management Planning & Control  
BURKE

UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES OF PROJECT PLANNING AND CONTROL.

CONTENTS: Project selection; scope management; project computing.

Maintenance Strategy  
Anthony Kelly

PRESENTS A COMPREHENSIVE AND SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO DEVISING OPTIMAL STRATEGY FOR MAINTAINING INDUSTRIAL PLANT.

CONTENTS: Maintenance strategy; machinery life plans; plant maintenance schedules; design of the plant facility; operation, maintenance and management of plant facilities; classification of maintenance work; work identification; work control; planning for project management; project computing.

Plant Engineer’s Reference Book  
SNOW

USEFUL FOR ENGINEERS IN ANY INDUSTRY.

CONTENTS: The plant engineering organisation; principles of maintenance management; classification of maintenance work; work identification; work control; planning and estimating; scheduling; assessment of maintenance work; inventory control of spare parts; maintenance problem-solving tools; maintenance training.

Piping Handbook  
NAYYAR

THE MOST WIDELY USED GUIDE TO PIPING NOW COMPLETELY REvised AND UPDATED.

CONTENTS: Piping fundamentals; generic design considerations; piping systems; metallic piping.

Internet www.farnell.com  
Sales Tel (65) 788 0200  
Sales Fax (65) 788 0300
Books & Technical Publications

Industrial & Manufacturing Engineering — continued

The Plumbers Troubleshooting Guide
R. Dodge Woodson
- Essential for everyone from master plumbers to apprentices and ordinary homeowners
- Written in a friendly, conversational style, filled with numerous photographs and illustrations as well as detailed examples to teach effective trouble shooting skills
- The clear step-by-step guidance will show you how to save time and money in all types of residential and commercial plumbing systems and fixtures
- Chapters include: Guide on fixing and repairing toilets, sinks, lavatories, bathtubs, showers, spas and whirlpools, bidets, urinals, taps and valves, plumbing in, appliances, wastewater pumps, septic tanks systems and drains and vents

Order Code 725-3450  Price Each

Electrical Appliances
Graham Dixon
This book deals comprehensively with all aspects of the use, maintenance and repair of electrical appliances around the house, from rewiring an iron to mending the hairdryer. Photographs and diagrams accompany the clearly presented test and the fault finder charts help pinpoint the cause of a problem and the action to be taken. The repair of commonly occurring faults is explained in detail which includes a list of the tools and replacement parts required and a detailed safety guide.

186 Pages  400 illustrations.

Order Code 322-2457  Price Each

HVAC Engineer’s Handbook
PORGES
- A concise, definitive reference for over 50 years
- Additional material on air conditioning for recently-introduced systems
- Brief summaries of various types of system together with the formulae, physical constants and typical design parameters
- Information backed up by a comprehensive bibliography and list of British, European and International standards
- SELECTED CONTENTS: Fluid properties, measurement; accuracy; flowmeter selection, installation and set-up, maintenance and operations, control valves for the chemical process industries

Order Code 783-0836  Price Each

Chemical Engineering
Perry’s Chemical Engineers’ Handbook
Seventh Edition
- The essential guide for chemical engineers since 1934
- Numerous new contributors
- Uses SI and customary units
- SELECTED CONTENTS: Physical and chemical data, heat transmission; novel separation processes; liquid-gas systems; solids drying and gas-solid systems; process control; process economics; waste management; biochemical engineering.

Order Code 722-4035  Price Each

Control Valves
For the Chemical Process Industries
MCGRAW-HILL
FITZGERALD
- How to select, install, and maintain control valves for optimum performance
- Comprehensive guide to the latest innovations now being used to enhance plant performance
- Expert reference on the types, design, and use of control valves
- Step by step guidance on how to effectively integrate control valves into the process control loop
- Explores developments such as loop tuning, control valve diagnostics, “smart” accessories and fieldbuses
- Unique sourcebook providing a solid understanding of modern control valve technology

Order Code 701-5707  Price Each

Flow Measurement Engineering Handbook
MCGRAW-HILL
MILLER
- The ONLY guide to flowmeter engineering you’ll ever need
- Reliable information on the selection, design, specification, and installation of flowmeters in all engineering applications
- Single source guide for selecting, sizing and performing pipe flow rate calculations
- Complete coverage of fluid properties and equations of state, many examples, graphs, tables and practical applications
- Covers everything from industry-wide standards and practices to specific descriptions and examples
- Standard reference in the field

Order Code 701-0606  Price Each

The Laboratory Companion
A Practical Guide
WILEY
COYNE
- Important resource for students, scientists and lab technicians
- Complete coverage of all commonly used laboratory equipment
- Explains historical development and rational
- Helpful guidelines and step by step procedures

Order Code 701-1180  Price Each

CONTENTS: Valve selection, installation and set-up, maintenance and operations, new developments.

Price Each

3+  3+  3+
Fuzzy Sets, Fuzzy Logic, Fuzzy Methods

The continuing research in fuzzy theory has dramatically developed the field of intelligent systems. Presenting a highly accessible introduction to this most topical area, this title provides a comprehensive understanding of fuzzy sets and their applications. A range of carefully selected topics, from fuzzy arithmetic and fuzzy programming through to qualitative and quantitative fuzzy data analysis, are discussed in detail, giving a strong framework for addressing the various applications of fuzzy sets.

This book will appeal to both communications and control engineers with a mathematical background. Computer scientists and researchers, as well as applied mathematicians will find this an invaluable reference source.

Power Supply Cookbook

A straightforward, logical approach to modern power supply design, with particular attention paid to magnetic, feedback, and EMI/RFI control. The step-by-step practical design notes allow linear, switching and quasi-resonant switching power supplies to be designed with relative ease. The book also includes easy to modify design examples, allowing the reader to produce a variety of customised derivatives.

Switchmode Power Supply Handbook

A comprehensive design manual covering both circuit and transformer design in a highly practical manner. Liberally illustrated, the book includes real-life oscilloscope trace photos, and differentials. Topics covered include: buck-boost inverter, push-pull, forward converters, half and full bridges, flyback converters, current and control fed circuit configurations, transformer magnetics design, bipolar and MOSFET drive circuits, magnetic amplifier post regulators, snubber designs, feedback loop stabilisation and resonant converters.

Handbook of Transformer Design and Applications

Written for engineers involved in power semiconductor circuit design, this book provides a wealth of practical information in a comprehensible concise form. The book covers Power Semiconductor Devices – thermal design, EMC, and protection; Circuit Design – power switching, AC and DC converters, commutation, and phase controlled rectification; and Applications – power supplies, electrical machine control, heating and lighting, and electromechanical.

Power Electronics Handbook

A complete, practical guide to transformer design and applications, including design procedures; circuit analysis; circuit performance of audio, wideband, power and pulse transformers; the use of ferromagnetic materials in inductors and transformers; multiple-phase rectifier and inverter transformers, and more. This second edition includes a selection of highly useful computer solutions to many transformer circuit problems. Each chapter reflects the latest technology advances, with a greater emphasis on inverter transformers.

Switching Power Supply Design

A comprehensive design manual covering both circuit and transformer design in a highly practical manner. Liberally illustrated, the book includes real-life oscilloscope trace photos, and detailed diagrams. Topics covered include: buck-boost inverter, push-pull, forward converters, half and full bridges, flyback converters, current mode and control fed circuit configurations, transformer magnetics design, bipolar and MOSFET drive circuits, magnetic amplifier post regulators, snubber designs, feedback loop stabilisation and resonant converters.

Handbook of Transformer Design and Applications

Written for engineers involved in power semiconductor circuit design, this book provides a wealth of practical information in a comprehensible concise form. The book covers Power Semiconductor Devices – thermal design, EMC, and protection; Circuit Design – power switching, AC and DC converters, commutation, and phase controlled rectification; and Applications – power supplies, electrical machine control, heating and lighting, and electromechanical.

Power Electronics Handbook

A complete, practical guide to transformer design and applications, including design procedures; circuit analysis; circuit performance of audio, wideband, power and pulse transformers; the use of ferromagnetic materials in inductors and transformers; multiple-phase rectifier and inverter transformers, and more. This second edition includes a selection of highly useful computer solutions to many transformer circuit problems. Each chapter reflects the latest technology advances, with a greater emphasis on inverter transformers.

Switching Power Supply Design

A comprehensive design manual covering both circuit and transformer design in a highly practical manner. Liberally illustrated, the book includes real-life oscilloscope trace photos, and detailed diagrams. Topics covered include: buck-boost inverter, push-pull, forward converters, half and full bridges, flyback converters, current mode and control fed circuit configurations, transformer magnetics design, bipolar and MOSFET drive circuits, magnetic amplifier post regulators, snubber designs, feedback loop stabilisation and resonant converters.

Handbook of Transformer Design and Applications

Written for engineers involved in power semiconductor circuit design, this book provides a wealth of practical information in a comprehensible concise form. The book covers Power Semiconductor Devices – thermal design, EMC, and protection; Circuit Design – power switching, AC and DC converters, commutation, and phase controlled rectification; and Applications – power supplies, electrical machine control, heating and lighting, and electromechanical.

Power Electronics Handbook

A complete, practical guide to transformer design and applications, including design procedures; circuit analysis; circuit performance of audio, wideband, power and pulse transformers; the use of ferromagnetic materials in inductors and transformers; multiple-phase rectifier and inverter transformers, and more. This second edition includes a selection of highly useful computer solutions to many transformer circuit problems. Each chapter reflects the latest technology advances, with a greater emphasis on inverter transformers.
ISO9000 Quality Systems Handbook

The guide is a vital supplement which will show the user how to improve efficiency and manage costs.

- The essential guide to implementing the ISO9000 Quality system standard
- Line-by-line instructions for putting quality to work and becoming certified
- Addresses each individual requirement of each clause
- Step-by-step guide to explain the scope of therequirements
- A unique guide which is both readable and informative

SELECTED CONTENTS: Basic concepts; managing quality system development; design control; inspection and test status; control of quality records; internal quality audits; statistical techniques

Price Each

Order Code 701-1398

ISO 9000 Quality Registration Step-by-Step

This do-it-yourself manual, with detailed steps to success and simple explanatory notes, designed for real companies not business schools. The enclosed disk contains the text of a complete Quality Manual along with all necessary Operating Procedures. This is also in the book to show how it should look, and all you have to do is fill in the blanks. The book will explain why and how to achieve ISO 9000 standard, and the models will let you get there quickly and easily.

Price Each

Order Code 311-8198

Total Quality Management

A complete guide on how to introduce a TQM and continuous improvement programme into any organisation, leading to improved productivity and quality, and continuous cost reductions. The book details the TQM model, the role of the quality system, the tools required, the organisational, communication and teamwork requirements, and TQM implementation.

Price Each

Order Code 438-972

Reliability of Electronic Packages and Semiconductor Packages

Learn the latest methods for dealing with the failure mechanisms that greatly reduce the useful life of semiconductor components in microelectronic packages. This first-of-its-kind guide cuts across different technologies and materials to give you a practical and reliable model predicting and extending component lifetimes.

Written by one of the top experts in the field, this book offers you in-depth coverage of empirical modelling for a wide range of failure mechanisms, including interconnection fatigue, solder, electromigration, thermomigration, current leakage, and more. You will find everything you need to know about packaging, service stresses, field environment, test conditions, and failure mechanism acceleration. This complete reference also takes you through early fails, wearout fails, types of fail distributions, failure mechanisms and modelling, and failure rate projection based on statistical analysis.

Price Each

Order Code 946-680

Electronic Component Reliability

Electronic component reliability has improved dramatically over the past decades. Bringing together the latest research and industry experience, this authoritative text details the current approaches to component reliability evaluation and assurance, and highlights developing techniques. Strong emphasis is placed on understanding the underlying causes of failure.

This book is valuable and essential work that brings together the physics-of-failure of components with the statistical modelling and evaluation of component lifetimes. It meets the needs of engineers who will be applying reliability principles in component design, manufacture, testing and field service.

Price Each

Order Code 629-385

Practical Guide to the Low Voltage Directive

- This book provides essential and informative reading for company directors, engineers, designers and students, designing, manufacturing or studying the design of electrical products covered by the Low Voltage Directive.
- Unlike some other books this one offers detailed guidance notes to EN60950 and illustrated examples of non-compliant products and suggests solutions.

Price Each

Order Code 198-869

SMT Soldering Handbook

- A comprehensive guide to the currently used methods of soldering components to theirsubstrates. Covers component placement, the post CFC technology of cleaning after soldering, principles and methods of quality control and rework.
- Newer sections deal with BGA technology, lead-free fluxes and the current standard specifications for solders and fluxes.

Price Each

Order Code 198-870

World Class Manufacturing

- Just-In-Time and Total Quality presented in a coherent and user-friendly way
- Concepts described in a non-technical style
- Practical advice on how to get started
- Guidance on how to involve everyone and how to counteract resistance to change
- Wealth of tips and advice from the 'sharp end'
- Numerous case studies to illuminate key principles

SELECTED CONTENTS: Concepts : Developing a coherent strategy; managing the change; total quality. Methods and Procedures : Improved brainstorming methods; getting people involved; monitoring world-class performance.

Price Each

Order Code 198-870

Books & Technical Publications

Prices are in Singapore Dollars and exclusive of GST
SELECTED CONTENTS: Pneumatics: Components of a pneumatic system; symbols and standards in pneumatics; development of single actuator circuits; air generation and distribution; valves; actuators and output devices; systems. Electro-Pneumatics: System components; electro-pneumatic systems development; commissioning and troubleshooting; fundamentals of pneumatics; electrical supply and characteristics; pneumatic valves; switches and relays.

The Pneumatic Trainer Volume 1 & 2

BASIC PNEUMATICS
- Compact teaching material, designed to help teach the reader basic technical relationships in easy language
- Exercises are an integral part of this to ensure that what has been learnt can be put into practice

ELECTRO-PNEUMATICS
- Follows on from Volume 1 and offers further training in electro-pneumatics
- Questions and exercises make it easy to check what has been learned

SELECTED CONTENTS: Volume 1: Properties and application areas of pneumatics; pneumatic drives; special devices, special valves and systems; standards and guidelines; pneumatic installation examples; practical circuit examples. Volume 2: Fundamentals of pneumatics; pneumatic drives; special devices, special valves and systems; standards and guidelines; pneumatics and standards in pneumatics; development of single actuator circuits; air generation and distribution; valves; actuators and output devices; systems.

The Welders Bible

A hands-on guide to Oxyacetylene welding
- The Welder’s Bible – 2nd Edition is updated to cover the latest welding fuels, equipment, supplies and techniques.
- Includes step-by-step instructions for building 10 useful metal projects

Welding Manual

- Basic guide to Gas, Arc, MIG, TIG and Plasma welding and cutting techniques
- Covers basic theory and safety procedures, choosing and using welding equipment and a glossary of welding terms
Automotive

Car Service & Repair Manuals

- Step by step instructions clearly linked to hundreds of photos and illustrations show you how to do each job.
- Every manual written from hands-on experience, based on the strip-down and rebuild of the vehicle using commonly available tools.
- Spanner ratings grade all tasks by difficulty and experience level.
- Haynes Hints gave valuable tips and short-cuts that help make the job easier.
- Tools Tips contain useful information such as ways of removing parts without using special tools.

Modern Engine Tuning

A. Graham Bell

First published in 1989 as “Tuning New Generation Engines”, this best-selling book has been fully updated to include the latest developments in four-stroke engine technology in the era of pollution controls, unleaded and low-lead petrol and electronic management systems. It explains in non-technical language how modern engines can be modified for road and club competition use, with the emphasis on power and economy and how electronic management systems and emission controls work.

Electrical and Electronic Systems Manual

- Guide to the essential theory and practice for all car electrical and electronic systems.
- Covers charging systems, starter motors, batteries, instruments, displays, lighting, signalling and ignition systems.
- Includes fault finding information and vehicle wiring diagrams.


- Covers European and Japanese vehicles from circa 1985 with ‘black box’ control of fuel ignition systems.
- Includes basic theory and description of specific systems, diagnostic techniques using simple equipment, fault finding charts and fault codes.

Diesel Engine Service Guide

Cover the theory and servicing requirements of most common passenger car and light commercial vehicle diesel engines with step-by-step photo sequences showing commonly performed operations.

Books & Technical Publications

www.farnell.com

Sales Tel (65) 788 0200  Sales Fax (65) 788 0300
Automotive — continued

Diagnostic Fault Codes Manual

Contains tables of diagnostic fault codes related to engine management systems, plus information enabling the user to extract codes (sometimes by improvised means, but using a fault code reader if necessary).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3472</td>
<td>Diagnostics Fault Codes</td>
<td>322-2482</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Build Your Own Sports Car
Ron Champion

For anyone who wants to build a roadworthy sports car but has more dash than cash, this book, by a highly experienced motor engineer, is the answer. Ron Champion teaches motor engineering to senior school pupils with whom he has been making low-cost cars from scratch. He covers the skills, tools and equipment required, safe workshop practice, how to make the chassis, suspension and bodywork and how to source, modify and use cheap but serviceable mechanical components. The step-by-step text is supported with diagrams and photographs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F976</td>
<td>Build Your Own Sports Car</td>
<td>322-2408</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Repair of Vehicle Bodies
MJ Nunney

A comprehensive trade manual and textbook suitable for apprentice level through to more mature tradesmen wishing to upgrade and for foremen, managers and owners of body repair shops who need to cover all aspects of body repair work.

- This third edition brings the book right up to date with current practise and includes over 300 new photographs and new chapters on health and safety
- The text book is of particular interest for colleges and training centres engaged in practical training in both vehicle body repair and vehicle painting

Order Code 725-0563  3+1+

Motorcycle Techbooks

Motorcycle Repair Manual (3rd Edition)
Tony Tranter is an acknowledged expert on motorcycle electrical systems, having pioneered the training of motorcycle mechanics to City and Guilds standard. His book is now in its third edition and has become standard reading for students attending courses on motorcycle engineering and also for DIY mechanics wishing to unravel the mysteries of electrical systems.

This new edition brings coverage right up to date, with additional information on ABS, fuel injection and engine management. Much more information has been included on practical electrical testing and the use of test equipment, plus electrical fault finding.

Motorcycle Workshop Practice (2nd Edition)
The Workshop Practical Manual provides information on how to use tools and test equipment, carry out minor engineering work and discuss metalworking, welding, painting, plating and polishing techniques to name but a few. It also includes essential reference information on thread and fastener sizes, fuel ratings, lubricants types and chain sizes.

Order Code 725-0629  3+1+

Free Same Day Delivery

For orders received before 12.30pm we provide free same day delivery.
In-Car Entertainment Manual
(3rd Edition)
- Practical DIY advice on choosing and fitting car radios, cassettes, CD players and car phones plus allied ICE equipment
- Updated to cover the latest equipment

Selected Contents:
The reciprocating piston petrol engine, the diesel engine, the rotary engine; lubrication and cooling, heating and air conditioning systems; Combustion chambers and processes, Carburator and fuel injection, intake and exhaust systems. Diesel fuel injection systems, Forced induction, Ignition and starter systems, emission controls; Friction clutches, layshaft and epicyclic gearboxes, semi-automatic and automatic transmissions, fluid couplings and torque converters. Tyres, road wheels and hubs; Suspension systems; Manual steering, power-assisted steering, four wheel steering systems; Hydraulic, air and endurance braking systems, anti-lock brakes and traction control; Vehicle structure and aerodynamics

Materials & Structures
Engineering Materials Technology
W Bolton
- A comprehensive materials technology text for college and undergraduate students
- Revised and expanded to provide full coverage of the new BTEC HNC/HND syllabus from Edexcel
- A clear, concise text supported by numerous diagrams, examples and problems appears in a new larger paper size with an accessible, student-friendly layout

Order Code 725-0381
Price Each 1+ 3+

Selection and Use of Engineering Materials
JA Charles/FAA Crane/JGA Furness
- Core subject area for all Engineering and Materials degrees
- Aims to provide an understanding of the basic principles of materials selection as practised in engineering manufacture and design
- Has an overview of established materials usage placing emphasis on identifying service requirements rather than listing materials and describing applications
- Fully revised and now includes coverage of new materials in engineering, materials for bearing and tribological usage, and the use of materials in civil engineering structures

Order Code 725-0400
Price Each 1+ 3+

Engineering Materials
Michele F Ashby and David RH Jones
- Book 1 gives a broad introduction into the properties of materials and is intended for students with no previous background in the subject.
- Book 2 provides a concise introduction to the microstructures and processing of materials and shows how these are related to the properties required in engineering design and is written as a second level course for engineering students.

Order Code 725-0526
Price Each 1+ 3+

Materials Selection in Mechanical Design
M F Ashby
- This book adopts a novel approach, not found elsewhere, in describing a procedure for material selection in mechanical design
- Materials are introduced through their properties, materials selection charts (a new development) capture the important features of all materials, allowing rapid retrieval of information and application of selection techniques

Order Code 725-0538
Price Each 1+ 3+

In-Car Entertainment Manual
(3rd Edition)
- Practical DIY advice on choosing and fitting car radios, cassettes, CD players and car phones plus allied ICE equipment
- Updated to cover the latest equipment

Order Code 322-2524
Price Each 1+ 3+

Light & Heavy Vehicle Technology
MJ Nunney
- This is an essential textbook for all students of the motor vehicle and a valuable reference source for a diverse range of professionals.
- It offers the most comprehensive and up-to-date text available with almost unrivalled depth of coverage
- Includes new sections on air conditioning systems, electrical power assisted steering and electronically controlled braking systems.

Order Code 725-0642
Price Each 1+ 3+

Materials & Structures
Engineering Materials Technology
W Bolton
- A comprehensive materials technology text for college and undergraduate students
- Revised and expanded to provide full coverage of the new BTEC HNC/HND syllabus from Edexcel
- A clear, concise text supported by numerous diagrams, examples and problems appears in a new larger paper size with an accessible, student-friendly layout

Order Code 725-0381
Price Each 1+ 3+

Selection and Use of Engineering Materials
JA Charles/FAA Crane/JGA Furness
- Core subject area for all Engineering and Materials degrees
- Aims to provide an understanding of the basic principles of materials selection as practised in engineering manufacture and design
- Has an overview of established materials usage placing emphasis on identifying service requirements rather than listing materials and describing applications
- Fully revised and now includes coverage of new materials in engineering, materials for bearing and tribological usage, and the use of materials in civil engineering structures

Order Code 725-0400
Price Each 1+ 3+
## Materials & Structures — continued

### Mechanics of Materials
**SI Edition**

- This text is designed as a first course in the mechanics of materials and is offered to engineering students in their first year.
- Free body diagrams are used exclusively throughout the text.
- Each chapter has a summary and review section which include sample problems of which at least are designed to be solved with the aid of a computer.
- **SELECTED CONTENTS**: Forces and Stresses, Elasticity/Plasticity of materials, Forces of Torsion, Bending, and Loading of materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>725-3357</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Engineering Materials
**RL Timings**

- Provides a highly practical introduction to the basic science of materials technology.
- Forms an ideal ideal introduction to the subject for first year degree courses and is updated to reflect the requirements of the advanced GNVQ and BTEC NC/D Engineering specifications.
- Text now includes more student orientated features like, chapter summaries, self-assessment tasks, and end-of-chapter exercises.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>725-5937</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Materials Science & Selection
**SHACKLEFORD, ALEXANDER & PARK**

- The source of data on engineering materials.
- Materials Selection.
- Directory of key professional societies, educational institutions and employment opportunities.
- Selection by value' presentation to help users select and evaluate materials.
- Easy-to-follow organisation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>703-3710</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>703-3667</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Smithells Metals Reference Book
**BRANDES & BROOK**

- The only single volume with all the data for those practising metallurgy.
- Complete information for industrial and theoretical metallurgists.
- All chapters thoroughly revised since the last edition.
- **SELECTED CONTENTS**: General physical and chemical constants; x-ray analysis of metallic materials; crystallography; crystal chemistry; metallurgy; gas-metal systems; diffusion in metals; general physical properties; temperature measurement and thermo-electric properties; radiating properties of metals; electrical properties; magnetic materials and their properties; mechanical testing; mechanical properties of metals and alloys; sintered materials; lubricants; friction and wear; casting alloys and foundry data; engineering ceramics and refractory materials; fuels; heat treatment; electropolishing and metal finishing; welding; soldering and brazing; vapour-deposited coatings; superplasticity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>701-8228</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Stress, Strain & Structural Matrices
**PILKEY**

- A succinct source on the strength of materials formulae.
- Eases analysis and provides new opportunities for design and structural engineers.
- Key material not found in other books.
- Powerful tool in the tables of structural matrices.
- **SELECTION CONTENTS**: Stress and strain; experimental stress analysis; stress concentration; joints; contact stresses; beams and columns; frames; curved bars; rotors; thick shells and disks; thin shells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>703-5184</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Security
**Intruder Alarms**
**GERARD HONEY**

- Covers the basics of intruder alarm systems and is the only book written for syllabus for Security NVQ.
- Each chapter contains summaries and self-tests designed to help the student to understand and gain knowledge easily.
- Publication has been helped by the Security Industry Training Organisation (SITO), who design courses and organise training for security installers and professionals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>725-0290</td>
<td>1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Electronic Protection & Security Systems
Gerard Honey
- Essential reading for all security system installers
- Provides a concise guide to the selection, design and installation of a wide range of security and electronic protection systems
- This, the second edition, has been updated to include the latest technology in ID, communication equipment, fire alarm wiring techniques, and much more
- The broad sweep of content will benefit both the professional seeking a refresher and the SITO NVQ student

Domestic Security Systems
A L Brown
- Essential reading for all security system installers
- Provides a concise guide to the selection, design and installation of a wide range of security and electronic protection systems
- This, the second edition, has been updated to include the latest technology in ID, communication equipment, fire alarm wiring techniques, and much more
- The broad sweep of content will benefit both the professional seeking a refresher and the SITO NVQ student

Electronic Security Systems
Philip Walker
- This book shows you how, with common sense and basic do-it-yourself skills, you can protect your home
- Every circuit is clearly described and illustrated. Working systems are shown in operation and include sensors, detectors, alarms, controls, lights, video and door entry systems
- The author, who is an alarm installer, includes chapters on installation, testing and maintenance, and upgrading

Home Security
Vivian Capel
- A down to earth practical guide which spells out simple steps for you to take to guard your home
- Shows how burglars work and how to thwart them and avoid costly and upsetting break-ins
- As well as describing the bewildering range of security devices this handy volume explains the pros and cons of alarm systems

Vehicle Security Systems
- Provides all the information and designs needed for comprehensive protection of the automobile
- Every circuit is clearly described and illustrated and advice and guidance are based on real experience
- From systems as simple as a warning beacon and basic alarms through to sophisticated detection systems full construction, installation and fault diagnosis details are included

The Complete Book of Locks and Locksmithing
Bill Philips
- Probably the leading reference in its field
- Significantly expanded and updated to reflect advances in the industry
- This practical reference addresses every type of lock and system available today
- Contains exploded and cutaway views and uses photographs to aid step-by-step repair and installation

Selected Contents: The latest information on all types of locks and keys including, electromagnetic, padlock, warded, lever, disc tumbler, schlage wafer-tumbler, pin tumbler, cylinder, double-bitted and combination. Vending machine locks, High security locks and hardware. Master keying, lock picking and emergency entry tools and procedures. Manufacturers and aftermarket automotive systems. How to start and run a locksmithing business.

Ex-stock Products
The world's largest choice of electronic and industrial products available worldwide for same day despatch.